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VOL.

HOLLAND,

VII.— NO. 38.

loUaud

and

VAN LANDEQEND’S BLOCK.

D0E3BUBG, Editor and

0. J.

Wagonmaktriand Blackimithi.

..$
Apples, V bushel ..............
Beam*, V bushel ................
Batter, V lb ..................
Clover seed, V lb ...............
Eggs, $ dozen ................
Honey, fcl lb ....................

A

Hay, V ton ....................
Oulont. V buahel .............

Livery and Sale Stable;
1y Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

Publisher,

C. Wagon and Blacksmith
Shop. Ilorse-shoelng and all kinds of repair*
or 8<JB30BI?TIOm7-S2.00
per7«&ri& tiuaoi. ing done. Eighth Street a lew doors west of River.

Y UK EM

I

LJ

nuts

J.

<fc

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NBATLT DONB.

20®

, ,

.

35
45
1 25

®

Timothy Heed, V bushel ........
Wool, $ B> ......................

Wood, Staves, Etc.
tordwood, maple, dry ....................$ 2 50
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
IkUTKAU A VANZ iERKN, New Meat Margreen ...................
2 00
beach, dry ................. 2(10
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents £> kut, uearcoruerEighth and Fish Street. All
*• green ............ .. . 1 75
lor lira t insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Hemlock Bark ............
(XJ
quent insertion for any period under three
I/'UITE.J.,Dialer in all kinds of meats and Staves, pork, white oak, ............ (frlO 00
months.
XV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
| 3 n. | 6 m. I 1 T.
Heading bolts, soft wood .........
@ 2 54
5 00 1 8 00
1 Square ...............
8 50
f TAN DER 1IAAR, II., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Heading bolts, hardwood ........ ......... 2 7.)
8 00 |t0 00
.................. 5 0“
2 25
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Stave bolts, softwood ...........
................ 8 00 10 (X) j 17 00 and twine; 8th street.
Stave bolts,hardwood ................... 3 00
17
00
I
25
00
J4 Column ................10 00
Railroad ties ............................... 10
Mtat Marketi.

“
“

“

“

.........

“

«

2
3

“

1

•’
*•

.

.........

..

..

Y

25 00
40 00

................. 17 00
.................. 25 00

1

|

40 (H)
U5 00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

ITEALD,R. K., Mtnuiacturer of

and Dealer in
Agricultural ImpleineutH;commission agent
cor. lUthifi River street.

LX

Mowiuq Machines*

for

A Pm

Shingles,

Minufacmlei,Mill!, Bbopi, lie.

350.

.....................

side-walks for kindling-wood,
by ornamentingshade trees with
gates and store signs, some by making a

1.

others

#

13
16
15
12

db

A

®.

30

.

&

Potatoe?. $} bushel ............

NO.

up

ing
Produce. Eto-

VTIBBELINK, J. H„

WHOLE

1878.

2,

Tills space belongs to the Woman's casionally have their amufcments, and
Christian TemperanceUnion.
obtain it in various ways. Some by tear-

parketis.

1I„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
bam on Marketslrcet. Everythingflrst-

class

mm,

•

#ut

l>OONK

O

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

mmm,
OmOK:

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

Llverr and Salt Stablti.

Qtw.

a weekltTnewspapee,

MICIL,

2 00

Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white p bushel ......

new @ 80
............40
25
............ 40

75
Corn, shelled V bushel
Oats, $ bushel ...................

@

raid upon the honest Granger’s orchard

The VV. C. T. U, lipid weekly meellngs
and carrying off bis apples in "pillowon Wednesday afternoon, of each week at
cases,” still others, by making the night
8:80 p. m., at the residence of Prof. Chas.
air hideous with that fascinatingsong,
Scott.
"Whoa, Emma!” But the most common
way is for the whole mob to collect at the
The Conqueror Conquered.
campus and have a general Indian PowAlexander the Great lived more than wow. Last Saturday, the two law classes
two thousand years ago. He was u king, took the arena for the championship, testa great warrior, very rich and powerful, ing their strength and skill at foot ball,
wrestling, rope pulling and rushing, reand the conqueror of many nations.
Yet this great king was himself over sulting in a defeat of the juniors in every
come by a very llltle Ihiug. What do you case. Indicationssignify a still warmer
think it was? Wine! Yes, wine conque/ed coniest next Saturday between the eniire
this great man. He loved wine, he drank Law and Literary Departments.These
and drank and drank, just as much as he occurrences afford ample opportunityfor
wanted, and at last he died in a drunken proressionttl skill, first in making sore
heads, secondly in restoring them, and
fit, when he was only thirty-two years old
He was a young man when he died a sometimes thirdly in prosecuting the
I

Muckwheat, V bushel
(& HIM)
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- IJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN* CO., Proprietors Bran, $ ton .......................
of
Hugger
Mills;
(Steam
Saw
and
Flour
Feed. » ton .....................
18 00
lished whitoutcharge for subscribers.
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
vioom ..................... 12.5 drunkard's death, but he might have lived offenders.
An Z before the Bubscriber'sname will denote
Barley. 100 1b ................... 1 20 • long and happy and useful life, if he had
A movement is also being made of inthe expiration of the tiubscripiiou. Two ZZ sig- \TERBEKK, II. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the Middling, V 100 lb .................
85
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
troducingan element of temperance into
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Flour, p 100 1b .....................2 25 shunned that deceitlul cup.
Wr All advertising bills colleciable quarterly. ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Pearl Barley, 100 fl> ..............3 00
4 00
Wine is a great destroyer of bodies and the University. The Ann Arbor Red RibHeats, Etc.
Natarv Public!
souls. And not wine alone, hut all strong bon Club have secured the servicesof

X

.
*

“

Y

Rail iDaiL.

®

Beef, dressed per lb..

POST, HENRY D., Real EsUte and

Insurance
Agent, Notary Public aud Conveyancer; Collections made In Holland and vicinity.

L

Chicago & Mioaigan Laka Shore R. R.
Taken

Effect, Tuesday Jan.

Trains.

“
“
•• “

11.55 a. m.
9 35 p.m.

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. in.

Butfalo

j
\

12.15 “
1.05 a. m.
5 10
# II 00 a. m.
3 25 p. m. \
9.40 “
2.40

“

8th street.

i\

l)KSi\ R.

B. * L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
Office at l heir residence, O very sel, Mich.

T

EBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh aud River street oppesite

STATIONS.

No.

p m.

p.

3.

m.

“

.....

.

.........

I EDEBOER, F,
X-J

S., Physician and Surgeon;

residence, on n.|ghihstreet,near Chi.
«£ M. L. S. it. R. crossing.
office at

-

1UGINS, B.

II

P. the leading Photographer.Gallery opposite Hits office.

Son:h.

No. 1,
a. m.

Siddien.

many good and eminent speakers. Ou
Sunday evening, the 20th, Hon. Geo. WV
McBride, from Grand Haven, addressed n
lame audience in the UniversityHail, on
which occasion abnutoue hundred and

H. C.

MATRAU,
mim

ini
USE
R-A.ILRO ^.D,

Ml

elderly gentleman, accustomed loin

dulge, entered the room of an inn. where
eat

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

C1AG0

An

a grave

pair

for hot

call-

_

even

cago Depot, Holland, Mich, what I think. If
7-1

v

Don't be Deceived.
persons say ”1 haven’t got the
Consumption” when asked to cure their
Cough wilh Shiloh’sConsumption Cure.
Do they not know that Coughs lead to
Consumption and a remedy ihut will cure
Cnnoumptinn will certainlyand surely
cure a cough or any lung or throat trouble.

Many

at this in a different light and are thus

branny and water, he com- vided

and

^

bor were exceedinglypleased with his ad-

dress. Music for the occasion was

fur-

Ore. Lifting a nished hy ihe HutchinsonFamily. The
of green spectaclesupon his fore- difi'ereniFaculties of the Universitylook

Sells Tickets ro principal points In the Uni'vd plained that his eyes were getting weaker
Stages and Can ida. Through bills ol Lading issued
yenker, and that
spectacles
aud rates g.ven for Height to all points east end
west. Information as to routes and connections did’nt seem to do them any good. 'Til
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers,
tell thee, friend,” replied the Quaker,
cheerfu.lyfurnished at the

ii

the ciiizedsof Ann Ar-

friend hy the

head, rubbing his inflamed eyes, and

ing

fifty

students signed. The speaker acted out
his part well, and

public square.

XX
p. in.

......

Shoulders ......
Tallow, per lb ...........

El)

LJ

Eoal

Doing

“

wise."

T. E., Physician;rcsideucc, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

Fhtogriphar.

Qslnz North.
No. 4. No. 2.

•* Ham

A NNIS,

O

Taken Effect, Tuesday, Oel. 1, 1878.

drink. You cau call the poison by what
name you choose, whiskey, rum, beer, ale,
or anything else. The Bible says, “Wine
is a mocker; strong drink is raging; and
whosoever is deceived thereby is not

................
Smoked Meat ...........

Chickens, dressed per lb

\ I C CULLUCU THUS., Physician and Surgeon.
* Mixed trains,
.vX hating permautly located in Hoilauil, cau
t Daily except Sunday and Monday,
be touiiuai *Vtn. Van Hutieu'a Drug store. Ca.ls
t Dally except Saturday.
made iu city aud countryday or uight. Acme
1 Mondays only.
aud Chronicdiseases successfullytrealeU.ConsulAll other trains daily except Sun ays.
)4-4w
All trains on tnis road, will be run by Chicago tation
time which is A) minutes later than Columbus
^CHOUTEN, R. A. City Puystcian. Office at D.
time.
It. M 'mugs’ Drug Store, 8lb 8. reel.

Grand Haven Rail

...

.....

Lard

Turkeys.

free.

V

“ “

Phrrieimi

1J

Muskegon,Peniwaier
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m.
t 9.25 p.m.

New

Store,

L-ave
Holland,
I 1 15 a. in.
f 5.15 “
3.30 p. in.

Grand Rapids.

“ "&
Chicago.
“
“
“ ““ #

Vf

1878.

1,

Arrive at
Holland,

\

VlfALSll, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug

Pork,

two

into

parties,the

one strongly

advocating the same, while the
lieve it to he only an

and

thus

can

Wk

over

thee

not he induced to sign the

pledge, the latter being supported iu their

was

mouth for

latter be-

emotional excitement,

to wear thy
views hy so disiinguLhed a
few months, Presideut of the University.
thine eyes would get strong again.”

spectacles

dc-

man

as the

a

earnestlyappeal to the Christian

Ingenoll on

Opil

Drummen.

people of Holland,to pray most fervently
for the voters in the coining election, that

Speaking about the means hy which our

"Boh”
guided hy God to cast their
Ingersoll says in one of his talks to
votes not fur the mere benefit of their
they may

past prosperity was brought about,

he

tanners

We know it will cure when all others fail party, but for the good of their country;
“Every man that could get |500 worth
and our faith in it is so positive that we and elect such men us will protect, and
mghth street.
will refund ihe price paiu if you receive
of goods on trust became a merchant.
advance the cause of temperance.
no heuetlt. Is not this a fair proposition
15
Holland,
They wanted to he dentists,lawyers, docTobacco ani Cigars.
4»
By order of the Woman’s Christian
Fillmore,
Price 10 eta. 50 cts and $ 100 per botlle.
15
tors,— something that there was no work
Allegan,
|-'E ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco, F««r lame Chest, Buck or side, use Shiloh’s Temperance Union.
FRED. H. MAY, .Uanajsr.
l Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
iu. When they could not do that they
Porous Plusier. Price 25
For sale by.
E. C. Leavenworth.Gen' l Freight Agent
I). U. Meengs, H. Walsh, Wm. Van Patten
would start an insurance association.
J. E. HIGGINS, Aged,
Watchil and Jewelry.
A SIMILAR CASE.
Holland. Mich.
and J. O. Doesburg.
Then
they sent their agents all over the
Clqse connectionsmade at Allegan with G. it. &
OSLIN * BUEV. MAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
I. R. R. and L. S. JS Ai. S lor Pluluwell,Kalmnacountry
to get your property insured, to
Jack. I hoar yon’v gone and done it.
Why will you sutler wilh Dyspepsia and
fi aud dealers u Fancy Gooils;Comer of Marxoo Fi. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., &c.
ket aud Eighth Street..
Yen.
I
know;
most
fellows
will;
gel
your
lile insured, and every moment
liver complaint,Constipation, and general
Wont and tried it once myself, sir,
debility when yen can get at our store
you would have a picture of acofflu thrust
Though you see. I’m single still.
Shiloh’s System Vitalizer which we sell
gircctovii.
hi your face to see if you wouldn't insure.
And you met her-dld you tell me?
on a positive guarantee to cure you.
And those agents would come and ait
Down at Newport last July,
Price 10 eta. and 75 cts. For sale hy. D.
AUoratyi.
down
hy you and talk to you about your
And resolved to ask the question
R. Meengs. H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten,
TTOWARD, M. I)., Claim Agent, Attorney and
and
J.
O.
Doesburg.
At
a soireet So did 1.
last struggle with that monster— death.
U. S. oi I.
8 00
7 25
7 15
« .W
5 35
5 07
3 55

12 15
11 41
n :«
11 07
10 40
10 18
9 30

Mueku|'(in,

FerrjBburg,
Grand Haven,
Figcon.

2
2
2
8
3
4
5

7
8
8
9
11
11
1

00
83
38
13
45
i5
00

.,0

40
50
4J

iTAUPELL, U.,

Y

;

Manufacturer oi and Uealer in
liaruess, Trunks, a addles aud Whips;

cs

I

i

§ttjine^

XI

Notary Public; Rlvor street.

VfCBRIDB, P. II., Attorney and Counselor at
xvl Law. and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11
itiver

HARMONY LODGE, No 12, United Sons of
"IIACKMETACK”a p.mular and IraIndustry,meets at their Hall over, Kruiseuga's
Store, every Saturday evening.
grant perfume. Sold bv 1). R. Meeugs,
Visiting brothers cordially invited.

street.

A.

rpKN EYCK,

J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlcolu Kenyon & Van Putteu's b tua
Eigblb street.

X

D.

Van BucoaiN,

--

K.

H. Walsh, Wm. Van Putten andJ. O.

McDonald,Prcsidont.

s>.

--

An Astonishing Fact.

I. 0. of o. F.

mi

Basking

Sxcfcmgt.

TAN PUTTBN JACOB,

Banking and ColDrafts bought and sold; Eighth

V
street.
Y

lectlug,

y-iy

Barbon.
t

T'vE GROOT,
barber.
U
sbainpoouiug,
rates. Barbershop next
L.

Hair cutting, shaving,
halr-dycing. etc., done at rea
door to the City

Hotel.

souable

Booti

U-ly

and Shoes.

TIEROLD,

E.. Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather,Findings,etc.,
Eighth

XI

street. _

D

Holland City Lodge, No.*l92,lndep<!ndehtOrder A lame proportion of the American peoof Odd Fellows, holus ns regular meetings at Odd
p’e are to day dying from the eflects of
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., ou Tuesday Evening
Dyspepsiaor disordered liver. Tiie resuli
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
ol these diseases upon the masses of inic W. Butkau, N. G.
ligent and valuable people Is most alarmN. W. Bacon, K. 8.
ing, making life actually a burden instead
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
F. & A. M.
usetulness as it ought to he. There is no
A Rf.uulak Communicationof Unity Loixjx.
good
reason for this, it you will only
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Ivov. throw aside prejudice and skepticism,
fl, at?# o’clock, sharp.
take the advice of Druggists ami your
David Bkktsch, \V. M.
friends, and try ona botlle of Green’s
O. Bkktman, Sec'v.
August Flower. Y-mr speedy relief is
certain. Millions o bottles of this medicine have been given away to try its vir
Notices.
lues, with satisfactory results in every
case. You can buy a sample bottle for 10
cents to try. Three doses will relieve the
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having worst case. Positivelysold hy all Drug
settled in the Holland colony, offers ills gists on the Western Continent.

Special

Commission Merchant.

ORACH

Doesburg.

BKO'8, CommissionMerchants, and

tleuiera in Grain, Flour and Pro nice. Highusi market price paid for wheat. OfflCj in Brick
store cor. Eighth *S rlsb streets,Holland, Mich. *7
Dentlit.

NOTICE.

services as a Physician,Burgeon and

O

EE, D. M., Dental Burgeon; residenceand of\JT flee on Eigiith street, opposite Van Kaalte s
Shoe store.

f

i

V

--

iness.
rurnitu*e.

RYE

It, h. A CO., Dealersin all kinds of Fornlture.Cnrtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Cofflus,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.

\

a-

lYl

Central Bealen.

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

--

A very large and handsome stock of
ready made clothing has just been received

and opened up at Harrington’s Cheap
Cash Store. Whole suits can be bought
there for prices which would formerly be

YTAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, la Dry asked for a single coat.
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Data and Caps,
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

V

I’ll

bet— old

man

confess it—

were frightened.8o was

I.

So yon strolledalong the terrace,

Saw

the

summer moonlightpour

Al its radiance on the waters
As they rippled on the shore;
TUI a* length yon gathered courage,
When you saw that none were nigh—
Did you draw her close and tell her
That you loved her? So did I.

consumptionin its hemorrhage, and the
money flowed into the society. As soon
as the fellows began to die the company
closed its doors. Then they had fire insurance companies. The agents of these
also hud a share of the premiums, aud I
t il you that for six, eight, or ten years
t icy would have insured an ice-hergin
perdition. Then the merchant filled all
the cars and

all the hotoli

I

you met hud three carpet sacks

needn’t ask you further,

And I’m sure I wish you J •
Think 1’41 wander down and see you
When you're married—eh, my boy?
When the honeymoon is over
And ton're settled down we’.l try—
What? The deuce you say! Rejected,
You rejected? So was 1!

tiie

filled

with

the meantime we hud

in

Bankrupt law, so that every man

who

,

—Ada

couldn’t pay his debts might take the ben-

law. Then

efit of this

it

all went to the

clerks, etc., of the courts. I never hea

d

of anybody getting more than 8 per cent,
on any claim in my

life.”

Columbiana.

For the

IMand CUt

News.

Our State University.

A correspondent wants to know if
really true that car- wheels arc

it

made

is

of

Mr. Editor:— Thinking that perhaps paper. We can assure him that it is.
the subscribers of (lie News are ail more The paper is subjected to enormous presan Institution which
down and arranged
a brief sermon on the same. College life
opened thD year witli unusual vigor, the

or less interested in

sure and enclosed between thin plates of

they help support,

iron. Such wheels are found to have ex-

entire

I

number of

sal

students being about

fourteenhundred. Nearly every State In

traordinaryelasticityand endurance, and
are coming to
this

country but

tie
in

much

used, not only in

Europe. The

latest

nor.

paper appears to be for
the Union is well represented, ami also cliimuey-pots.They are made in Breslau
some foreign countries. The Literary De- and are light and durable. Before the
paper pulp is moulded and compressed
partment has the largest number, will) a into the required shape it is treaicd with
wonderful increase over oiher years, chemicals which tender it nonHnthww11'
registering about five hundred students. mn hie. Specimens of the paper and cloth
Michigan.
The ProfessionalSchools are also well re- made from the Califoruiacactua were recently exhibited before the Maryland
One of the finest preparationsfor the presented: the Medical having about Academy of Sciences. The cactus grows
three hundred and seventy and the Law abundantly in many of Ihe Western States
Hair we ever got acquainted wilh is "Lee’s
and Territories, and it is found on arid
Hair Renewer.” It is the best article to about three hundred and fifty, while the
Department of Pharmacy and Dental soil where nothing can be cultivated.
restore the color and prevent the falling
The success that has been met with in
School have about fifty each, leaving the making paper from this plant is so marked
out, and can lie had at Schouten & WestHomeopathicSchool about seventy.
that the business will probably be ai
veer’s drug store. Price only 50 cents.
Of course all these students must oc- tempted on a large scale.
36-6 in

__

elty in use for

_

h

___ ______________________
______________
_

and bars with

runners and drummers. Every man that

samples. And
Well

premium,

a certain share of Ihe

aud they insured anybody. They insured

Novelties in Paper.

Free of Cost.

-

-

And
Yon

They got

Ac

coucheur to the public at large, anu
whereas he pays particular attentionto

The most wonderful remedy of the age
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
is now placed within the ie>ich of* all.
r'URGUSON, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the “Be he rich or he lie poor,” it costs nothX? all operationsappertaining to Defitistry in City ol Hoi land, on Saturdayof each week,
Hie best style of the art. ottice,over B. P Higgins where he can he consulted from 9 a. m. ing to give this great remedy a trial Hr.
King's California O olden Compound, for
Art Gallery.
until 4 p. m.
Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Low Spirhs,
L. E. BEST, M. D.
D.-ugs and Kidiclnsi.
Loss ot Appetiie, Sour Stomach, Coming
Overysel Sept 22 1878.
up of Food, Yellow Complexion, General
TYOESBURG, J. O., Dealertu Drugs am
dues, Paints and Oils, Brashes.Ac
Debility, Inactivity and Drowsiness,
sician s prescriptions carelully pat u]);TiIi
N. K. Fairbank’8 tin caddy Lnrd cun Liver Complaint, Jaundice and Bilioushe found at E. J. Harrington. This is the ness, for which it is a certain and speedy
ERNGS, D. U.. Drag Store. Fine Drn^
cure. No person should he without it.
J. iciucs, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles
finest and best Lard for family use in the
fumcrius. River street.
In order to prove that it will do all wc
United Slates.
claim
for it von are given a trial bottle
\TAN PCTfEN, Wnm Dealer In Drugs, MediFor a beautiful lot of Bleached and Un- free of cost, which will convince you of its
dnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den BERo’sFamily Medicines;Eighth St. bleached Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to truly wonderfulmerits, and show you
what aiegular one dollar size bottle. will
T17ALSB HEBBR. Druggist A Pharmacist; a 214 yards, go to the cheap cash store of
do.
For sale hy Heber Walsh, Holland,
YV full stuck of goods appertainingto the bus-

U

suppose you left the hall room
With Its music and Its light;
For they say love's flame is brightest
In the darknessof the night.
Well, you walked along together,
Overhead the starlit sky,
I

_

_

__________________ _______________________ ___
:

_

_____

-

________

/

lancht there have been tliirteendeaths, ten are
convalescent, and five wore not attacked. In
the Ledger office but one escaped,four deaths
occurred,and nine employes survived the attack, and are again at the cases.

GENERAL.

HOLIAND

CITY.

The National Narrow-Gauge Conven-

MICHIGAN-

tion,
last

adjourned from July 18, met in Cincinnati

week, about sixty persons being present,

representingroads in Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Illinois,Iowa, Wisconsin, Arkansas and
Texas. The opening addresswas made by CoL
the east.
E. Hulbert, of Beaford, Md. He said that,
A storm of frightful violence passed vast as is our presentrailwaysystem of 75,000
miles, the next generation wiu require75,000
over a large part of the Atlantic seaboard on the more, and narrow-gauge roads were especially
morning of Oct 23, doing a vast amount of suited to meet this want

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

:

Recent

damage to

accepted the Chairmanshipof tho Advisory
Committee. His connection with the affairassures its certain success.... A big batch of
moonsliinorsin North Carolinahave been made
happy by a sort of general amnesty granted by
the Attorney General on condition tnat they
will be honest and law-abidingcitizens hereafter. This decision is made in accordance
with the recommendationof tho acting Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and applies to
some 400 persons. They will all plead guilty to
the charges against them, and sentenceupon
them will be suspended during good behavior.
They promise noi only to not violate the law
themselves, but to use their influence to pre-

property, and causing no inconsiderdeaths
Cardinal Cullen,
ableloss of life. Philadelphiaseems to have
Archbishop of Dublin,and one of the most fa
been the chief sufferer, where property valued
at over 11,000,000 was destroyed, several nor- mous of the Catholicprelates;John 8. CarBons killed, and a large number wounded. lisle, ex-United States Senator from Virginia;
Something like a thousand dwellings were Gen. James 8. Whitney,an old-timeDemocratic
unroofed, scores
churchee damaged politician of Massachusetts;John H. Kliffart
more or less, the Pennsylvania railroad left in for the past twenty-fiveyears Secretaryof the
ruins, and the whole water-front of the city Ohio State Board of Agriculture.
submerged. Great damage was done in other
The Fenian Brotherhood have abolplaces in Pennsylvania;and in Washington and
ished
the office of Head Center, whoso duties
Albanv, in fact all along the track of the gale,
the effects were most disastrous. The hurri- will devolve npon a General Secretary,under

of

cane originated in the W est Indies.

ho supervisionof a Central Council Tnis action is said to have been the recommendation of
James Stevens, ox-Chief of the Brotherhood,
and soon again to assnmo the direction.

The storm that passed over Pennsyl-

New York, playing such wild havoc
in Philadelphia, was even more destructiveon
The steamship City of Houston, from
water chan on land. Eight vessels were sunk
New
York to Galveston,Texas, foundered off
and twenty-twodamaged in the harbor of Philadelphia, while all along the Delaware river in- Frying Pan shoals, during the recent terrific
numerable wrecks mark the track of the gala The passengersand crew were rescued, and
gale. An oyster fleet, bound up the nver, landed at Feruandina,Fla. The steamer
was scattered like chaff, nearly every vessel be- Gen. Barnes, from Savannah for New York, was
ing either sunk or driven ashore, and several lost in the same storm. Fortunately,as in the
lives lost On Chesapeake bay the storm was case of the City of Houston, her passengers and
vania and

THE NEW ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Edison at Last Describes It— And Says

It

Will

nothing irritatingto the eye. The
mechanism was so simple and perfect

that it explained itself. The strip of
platinum that acted as a btamer did not
Cheaper than Gas.
bum. It was incandescent.It threw
[From the New York Herald,]
off a light pure and white, and it was set
Edison’s electric light was made the
butt of ridicule by the American Gas- in a gallows-likeframe; but it glowed
Light Association members who met with the phosphorescenteffulgence of
here this week, and the great inventor the starAltair. You could trace the
was sought out to-day to see what he veins in your hands and the spots and
hod to spy for himself. “ Are you posi- lines upon your finger-nailsby it^
brightness. All the surplus electricity
tive," I inquired, “that you have found
vent others from transgressing.
had been turned off, and the platinum
a light that will take the place of gas,
The President and several members and be much cheaper to consumers?” shone with a mellow radiance through
of the Cabinet attended the Maryland Institute
“There can be no doubt about it,” he the small gloss globe that surrounded
it. A turn of the screw and its brightFair, at Baltimore,last week.
replied.
ness became dazzling,and reduced it“Is it an electric light?” I asked.
FOREIGN.
self to the faintest glimmer of a glow“It is,” he answered, “electricity and
The British advance upon Cabul has
worm. It seemed perfect
nothing else.”
been postponed until next year. .... A cable dis“I would gladly give up tho secret to
He said that an electric light was no
patch says that Count Schouvaloff will succeed
the public,” he said, “but the patents ore
new discovery,and he only claimed that
Gortschakoff as Russian Prime Minister,on he had found out how to utilize it. not perfected. You know my trouble
account of the latter’sprecarioushealth.
His first experiments were made long with the telephone in England. A burnt
i A cable dispatch says that “affairs ago. He spent a month trying to dis- child dreads the fire. The public may
near Constantinople
are more and more assuming cover a light that would take the place not know, but I do know, that if a dethe same semi-hoetilo phase as before tho meet- of gas, but met with little success, and scription of this invention reached Gering of tho Berlin congress. Turkish troops have finally gave it up. After his re- many, Austria,and other countries in
been moved into positions vacated by tho Rus- moval to Menlo Park
made Europe before a patent is obtained*
sians, and the earthworks are being repaired and
none can be secured. I lost the telearmed before Constantinople and Gallipolis. his own gas, and the trouble with phone patent in Germany through the
The Turks aro arranging to increase their forces, the electric light was, it could not
and aro summoning half-pay officers to active be subdivided. “I worked hard on it, newspapers.”

Answer Every

Requirement,

and Be

ho

H

duty. A specirl committee for the defenseof the
capital has been formed at the Seraskierate. ”
Atfvices from Santa Cruz represent that the
condition of the island since the insurrection is
hopeless. About 100 negroes have been exe-

however,” he said, “and then I discovered the necessary secret, so simple that

—

Charges Against Gen. Pope.

Gen. John Gibbon, of the army, has
a bootblack could understand it. It
preferred charges against Gen. Pope for
1 suddenly came to me, the same as the
conduct unbecoming an officer and a
CU.-_,
.
secret of the speaking phonograph. It
gentleman. The specifications against
alive. St Thomas has lost over #150,000 by
the severest experiencedfor years, and many crew were all saved.
the insurrection,while #3,000,000 would not was real, and no phantom. 1 was as Pope are based on his publicationyears
vessels were driven ashore. The steamer Exsure it would work as I was that the
cover tho damage done in Santa Cruz
. .There
ago of what he entitled “ A brief stateThe little Arctic schooner Florence, has been a great inundation on one of the
press foundered at the mouth of the Potomkc,
phonograph would work. I made my
and fifteenlives were lost Along the Atlantic commanded by Capt Tyson, which was sup- branches of tho river Nile. Twenty villages
ment of the case of Fitz John Porter,”first machine. It was a success. Since
coast the wind attained a velocity of eighty to
containing an extract from Stonewall
posed to have been lost, has arrivedsafely at were submerged, and upward of 1,000 lives lost
ninety miles an hour, and for over a hundred
then I have ma<Je nearly a dozen maProvincetowir,
Mass., though in a badly leaking
The young King Alfonso, of Spain, chines, each different,and the last ones Jackson’s report of the military operamiles the coast is dotted with wrecks.
condition.
tions of tho 30th of August, 18G2.
has just made a narrow escape from an assasThe most stupendous bank robbery
Washington dispatch says the sin’s bullet While driving in tho streets of improvements upon those first made. This date was changed to the 29th, to>
The subdivision of light is all right.
tl,.t h« startled the country for
Urtomod at th6 logation8 in ,hat
the serious damage of Porter, by reason
Madrid, a man in a blouse fired a pistol at him. The only thing to be actually determined
occurred m New York c,ty on the morning
P
ctn
economy. I am already positive of its connecting with ono date eventsSundav, Oct 27. Between 6 and ft o’clock
b .i „ i
i „ The King was not touched, and continued on
that actually occurred on another.
that morning masked burglars entered the j not now be avoided,^r very 1*^8 delayed.As
,0of '“L
“‘V110 man that it rvill he cheaper than gas, but I Gen. McDowell has recently admitted,
Manhattan Savings Bank building, at the corner ^ to the complicationshkelv to
of Broadway and Bleecker street, and, after vaa further expressed that indicationsunder was immediatelyseized bv tho sol- have not determined how much cheaper, under oath, that he furnished the exhandcuffing^the janitor, made him, (under | the surface of affairs all point stronglytoward diors and taken* to prison. The would-be To determine its economy, I am now
tract to Pope, and subsequently was nothreats of instant death, reveal the combina- a general European war.
assassin is named Juan Morcasi, a memlxsr of piling up a brick building back of my
tified of the error of date. But he did
tion of the safe to them, and deliver the letter of Secretary Evarts to
| laboratory here. I have already ordered
not think it necessary to make any corup the keys of the bank. They then pro- Mininter Welsh on the Newfoundlandfishery
marks.... Several German Socialistnewspapers, | two 80-borse power engines lor this
ceeded to rifle the vault of nearly everything it
rection of the mistake, although he uncontained,consistineof about #3,000,000 in
in squabble has been given to the public, and anticipatiugsuppression, announce their dis- 1 building,with which to moke the elccderstood it worked injustice to Porter.
Wfl nse no batteries
cash, securitiesand jewelry. The properly ( from its tone it looks as if tho administration contiuuaucc,and at the same time advertise the
appearance of new journals by the same pub- ! l?C1y- >ve
oauents. no Another witness, Col. T. H. C. Smith,
lost, nearly aU of which stands in the bank’s ; bad al>out decidednot to pay the money approsimply turn the power of steam into
name, and is therefore not negotiable, consists pnated at the last session of Congress to
has testified on the Porter inquiry that
almost entirely of United States bonds and local
local
j,ay the
......
Halifaxaward
5 when it falls due, name- Moncari the would-be assassin of the elet’lricity, and the greater steam pow er he called Pope’s attention to the error,
securities,only #11,000in cash being secured lv, the 23d of November. The letter is
‘
in we obtain the more electncitywe get. notwithstanding which Pope continued
byhmrotbJ
: I 1-e
already told you that electric
inclosing a re- Madrid solely for the purpose of killing that
^
haJ marke(1 inteMitT and a thereafter to circulate the pamphlet
The gigantic Manhattan Bank rob- 1
gmch*ir
on tho monarch. .The Bnttsh Mtmster enorgehcalh
ty
turniDg it t£e otllcr without making the correction. This is
bery
ry is the sensation in
in New York
}ork banking cir
cir- jrortune bav
outrage. It
will be romemliered
bay outrage.
It will
the gravamen of Gibbon’s charges,
cles. It is considered as remarkable that this that in January last tho inhabitantsof a Now! ^-reducing theintenaityand incremtwhich will not be pressed until after the
particularbank conld been so snccessfully fonndl&nd village seized and destroyed tho nets sale and importation of slaves.... The news mg the quantity of the light as far as pending Porter investigation is conof some American fishermen,putting an end to
robbed. The institutionis situated in the most
from Bulgaria is alarming.Tho notables are possible. It requiresa good deal of extheir business for tho season and doing them
cluded. The case excites much interest
thronged part of the city, two blocks from poamong army officers,especially in view
lice headquarters. The locality is generally great pecuniary damage. SecretaryEvarts refrequented at all hours of the night, but monstrated, and Capt Sullivan, sent by the a secret committeein procuring anus. The can ho done. You alter the nature of of the natural inference that if the
British Government to investigate the matter, great struggle is likely to take place during the | the electric light when this is done. I
tho burglary did not occur till daylight Two
charge is sustained against Pope it must
watchmen and a janitorare employed at the reported that the Americans were fishing on winter — The bankruptcy is announced of ]iave already done it to a certain extent,
be against McDowell also, neither of
bank. The watchmen left at 6, and the Sunday, in violationof a local statute, and John Innes Wnght A ^
' and don’t think it was ever before atthat consequently they have no ground don. Wnght is one of the impnsoneu
them having attempted to undo the
janitor was then to come down from overhead
*
tempted on the line on which I am at wrong to Porter by correctingtheir own
and look after things. The latter was hand- for complaintin the destruction of their ors of the Glasgow
cuffed before leaving his dressing-room. The property. Mr. Evarts now replies that
Stockholders in the broken Glaserror.— Wash ng ton Cor. Chicago
the views of Lord Salisbury, who indorses
janitor, a simple old German, held the combi
Inter Ocean.
nation key to the safe. The reason tho burg- Sullivan’s report* are wholly inadmissible. Setting aside the questionwhether a statute conld
“7 » « which allowed thoir1 Elecjric Light Company, Mr. Edison
lars conld not be seen was because they worked
Ihe
easy
-going
careleBaneaa
Extraordinary Longevity.
inside the vault with tho outside door closed. give justificationto an act of mob violence, tho
There are large glass doors and windows to the Secretarydeclares that local legislation of this
j -id that they proposed to light the city,
The list of deaths published in a hri(4
bank, and passerscould see tho whole interior sort migut annul tho provisions of the treaty,
which could not be permitted. He claims to the liability of shareholdersexcept their abil- public buildings and private residences number of the Hartford (Ct.) Weekly
from two streets— Broadwayand Bleocker.
that the fishery rights are wholly free ity to pay; and it is supposed that the assessment with electric lights. The electricity Courant, shows an average longevityTHE WEST*
ma(|e by twenty or more enfrom the restraints of local statutes. or #2, teu per share or 500 per cent of the par ;
greater, we presume, than that of any
value, will exhaust tho fortunesof many of the |
...
Dispatches from the Upper Missouri He asks a frank avowal or disavowal victims, leavinga largo ballance to bo ultimately, &ine8» stationed in different parts of the
other ordinary death record ever
by the British Government of the parareport that a body of the Cheyenne fugitives, mount authorityof provincial legislation, pref- made good by those of larger wealth.... In tlie j city. “>\e could lay the wires right
printed. The aggregate amount of the
recently from the Indian Territory,have suc- acing that no arrangement involving such au- circular to the signatory powers in regard to through the gas-pipes,and bring them
ages of forty persons, whose deaths are
ceeded in getting across the Yellowstone, thority has ever been consented to by this
“tohon^s.
All that will he necessary there recorded, is 2,701 years— the averand have gone to join Sitting Bull, Government, nor ever would have been. Mr. mans in Bulgaria and Roumeliaas intolerable, will be to remo\ e the gas- burners and
on the other side of the Canadian Evarts plainly hints that nothing will be done and declares that a foreign power is co-operating substituteelectric burners. The light age being over 67 years. The youngest
was 21, and the oldest “more than 100.’r
line....The section of country in Kansas re- by our Govenmienttoward paying the Halifax
with the Salvoniccommittees at Sofia, and aim- can jjg regulated by a screw, the same
cently raided by the Cheyenne Indians has been fishery award until this question of the NewClassified, we find those whose ages
swept ever by prairiefires, which consumed foundlandoutrage is settled, and there is a
°f a
gas. You may have a bright light or were between 20 and 30, 4 ; 30 and 40,
chance for a first-classdiplomaticrow, with its
nearly evorytlungleft by the savages.
tr
i * not, as you wish, and you can turn it 7 ; 40 and 50, 2 ; 50 and 60, 3 ; 60 and
attendantexcitements,unless the British GovThe Mark Lane Express, in .to last |
or^ ja9t
}lea8(,
can
News of a terrible tragedy comes ernment is willing to recede at once from its
70, 1; 70 and 80, 6; 80 and 90, 10; 90
renew
of tho British grain trade, expressesthe shnt ifc off at ftny time No match is
from Vincennes, Ind. An old Frenchman, position.
and 100, 7 ; “more than 100,” 1. This
beUef that prices have reached the lowest point needed to light it. You turn the cock,
POLITICAL.
named John D. Vacelet, living two miles from
last was an old negro man, supposed to
that town, and his entire family, consisting of
““ g°“e i the electri/connectionis made, the be 105 or 106 years old.
The total Democratic vote, at the rewife and two sons, were murdered at night by
platinum burner catches a proper deunknown parties. Tho object of the crime was cent election in Indiana, was DM, 990; the ReMr. Caird, about the highest agricultParis
Awards
and
Decorations.
g™> of heat, and there is your light.
pnbiican vote, 17ft, (M9; the Greenback vote, 3ft,robbery.
There
is neither blaze nor name, and ural authority in England, states in his
Intelligence has reached Omaha l»i; DcnocnticrtaralitT,
The awarding of medals to the happy there is no singing nor flickering. I new work, “ The Landed Interest and
President Hayes and Secretary Sherthat the entire band of renegade Cheyennes has
premium-takerstook place at the Paris don’t pretend that it will give a much the Supply of Food,” that the return
been captured, together with a considerable man visited Cumberland,Md., last week, as Exposition as the closing official act in better light than gas, but it will be per acre of English wheat crops is not
amount of live stock. Capt Johnson, of the guests of the Cumberland Agricultural Fair connection with that great show. The whiter and steadier than any known as large as formerly. He attributes this
Third Cavalry Battalion,is entitled to the Society, and talked to the people on the finances. time was one of general interest,and the
light. I do know now that it will be to the farmers feeling a lack of security
credit of the capture ____ The creditors of Secretary Evarts. abont the same time, delivpreparations made for celebrating the cheaper than gas. It will give for their capital.
the large dry-goods firm of Dodd, Brown & Co., ered a speech on the finances in New York city.
who recentiy failed, have granted concessions
carTo an interviewer Postmaster Gen- coronation of the victors in the contest no fumes nor smokes.
which will enable the house to resume busiof mechanical superiority were imposing bonic acid gas will be thrown
THE MARKETS.
eral Key expressedtho opinion that the Repubness.
and extensive. On a central platform in off by combustion. It will be
licans of the Pacific coast aro in favor of nomProvost, the fiend who was arrested
NEW YORK.
the Place de la Concorde were the Presi- a great thing for compositors, enBreves ............................
#' 00 @10 00
for the murder of ffieVacdetfanffiy,
near YinI dent of the republic,foreign Princes, o _______ _ ____ __
_____ Hoas ..............................8 40 @3 f.*/
gravers,
all forced to work
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WASHINGTON.

statisticsand approximate estimatesof tho corn

Secretary of the Treasury Sher-

crop for 1878 as follows: In 51 counties in

Ohio the nnmber of acres planted is 1,935,000.man

is

preparing his annual report

to

Congress, first, the 3,000 persons

^cbi”g,

* "'fu'.gto,, oorreponden
telegraphs: In view of tho approximation of
»P<>cioresumption and his firm determination
to carr>’ thlH important financial measure to a
tell consummation, ho will give a retrospect of
what has boon accomplished,and combat the
position taken bv tho anti-fosumptionistsand
3.003.000, being 300,000 decrease.
soft-money men that his policy has been and
THE SOUTH.
I will bo ruinous to tho economic interests of
FREIGHT trains collided at tlio country. Ho does not propose, it is
:

In 48 counties of Indianathe number of acres
planted is 2,028,000.Tho yield in bushels is j
48.920.000, being about 2,000,000decrease. In 1
10 counties in Kentucky tho number of acres j
planted is 129,000. The yield in bushels is

Two

Onmno, Kv„ suiting in the killingof three enable him
.
tramps who were stealing a ride on tho trains.
th
No other
lives were lost

1

Cottoh ...........................
054® 1,1
Flocb— Superfine ..................3 20 @ 3 60
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1*6 @102
Corn— WesternSlixed ............. 44
46>£
27
30
fects of the Seine, Chief of Police, and RaH iigilts> there will bo no necessity Oath— Mixed ......................
Rye— Western ...................... 60
67
subordinate Cabinet officers,and stir- for ^hem. The wind can’t blow it out. I’obk — Mess .......................8 30 @ 8 60
0J4# W.
rounding this central attractionwere, There can be no gas explosions, and no Ladd ..............................

locally

£

one wiU ^ suffocated, because the elecceivo prizes and the 1,000 jurors, and ^ tricity is turned on, for it cannot be
outside of these the multitude of look- turned on without lighting the burner,
ers-on. After a parade by soldiers and j \ person may have lamps made with
an address by the Chief Executive, the , flexji,ie cords, and carry them from one
awards were announced and the lucky p0jnt to another.”
exhibitors decorated. The greatest Mi. Edison says that electric generatfeature of all the day followed^inadmit- jng machines could be placed upon
ting to tho order of the Legion of steamboats and locomotives, and the
Honor certain leading Americans con- boats and cars lighted by the action

who were

to

re-

1

small illicit distillersin the

who

.

made

bo

tho Commis-

one

Mr.

ing exempts tho sum paid for the bonds,
South, md refugeesare returninghomo by the instead of their face. Under this rule, it is un- staff; Thomas R. Pickering,Superin- 1 the use of the electric generating mathousands.The Memphis local physiciansare derstood, tho banks will have claims for the re- tendent of the Machinery Section ; chines, could be lighted by water-power.
now attending to the few remainingcases in funding of a considerablesum heretofore paid. Lieut. Benjamin H. Buckingham. United Any power could be used, provided it
that city, and the relief committee Informationhas been received at the States navy, naval attache; John D. was strong enough to turn the shaft of
has closed out its charitablework. War Department to tho effect that tho Mexican Philbrick, Superintendentof the Eduthe machine with the necessary rapidity.
The Peabody SubsistenceAssociation of
The professor then exhibited an elecNew Orleans has taken similar action. In the General,Trevino,commander of the troops on cational Section ; D. Maitland Arminterior towns of the Lower Mississippi valley a tho Rio Grande, has arrived at PiedrasNegras. strong, Superintendent of the
similar encouraging state of affairs is reported, where Gen. Ord, who commands the United Section
the cold weather seeming to have checked the States troops on the Rio Grande frontier, has
LL. D., juror; Prof. William
inarch of the pestilence everywhere.
gone to meet him for the purpose of oonsulta-

Fine Arts tric generatingmachine. It was what
is known as the Wallace machine. A
P. Blake, knot of magnets ran aronnd the cylinder,
juror, and Prof. Edward H. Knight, facing each other, and wires were atLL. D., jurors, made Chevaliers. Cyrus tached to it. Mr. Edisqn slipped a belt
H. McCormick, of Chicago, and Walter over the machine, and the engine used
A. Wood, of New York, who were in in his manufactory began to turn the
1867 made Chevaliers, were raised to cylinder. He touched the point of the
officers,and Thomas A. Edison and wire on a small piece of metal near the
Elisha Gray, the inventors,were made window-casing, and there was a flash of
Chevaliers.— Chicago Journal.
blinding white light. It was repeated
at each touch. “There is your steam
electric
In Kansas they propose tracking power turned into
horse-thioves with blood-hounds,and light,”he said. There was the light,
the horse-thievespropose poisoning the clear, cold and beautiful. The intense
blood-hounds with sponges fried in lard. brightness was gone, and there was

;

telegam says ; “The Citi- tiou as to the plans to bo pursued to maintain
order and nrevent cattle-stealing raids into
Committee are busily engaged in Texas from the Mexican side.

A Memphis

settling np the affaireof the organization.The

The

Appropriation Committee of the
receipts of money from the North daring the
summer the Treasurer estimates at #60,0 G, of House will meet in a few days and begin work
which #40.000 has been expended, leaving a upon the appropriationbills. It is the expectablance of #20,000to bo distributedamong the tion of the Chairman to have tho Legislative
impoverished orphan asylums.”

A Memphis telegram says a revised
list

of those who died and are convalescentin

each of the newspaper offices has been prepaid, and shows tWfollowingsad record: In
{he Appeal office nineteen died twenty-one are
convalescent,and two escaped. In the Sea-

.

ready to report at tho opening of the session. If anything is done with tho bill before
the holidaysaro over, it will bo out of the usual
order.... The project of building a national
musical conservatoryin Washington is now certain of being accomplished.
Mr. Corcoran,the
banker, who has done so much for the private
and public institutionsof Washington,has
bill

Prof. Andrew D. White,
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the instant that the
machinery stopped the lights would go
Commander; j oufc> an(i he thinks that it may be neces- Wheat—
of the engines, but

will have boon reached. ’’ . .AttorneyGeneral Cormick,
is
Devefis has overruleda former decision of his Prof. F. A. P. Barnard and William
gary to have an extra engine in each stamountains of North Carolinahave promised, if department, relating to the valuation of United
Story,
are made officers ; Auguste tion in cities to
prepared for accithe Governmentwill relievethem from prose- States bonds held by nationalbanks. The predents. If the first engine should break
cution, to refrain from all violations of the rev- vious ruling was that only tho face value of the* K. Girard, Secretary to
bonds could bo exempted from capitalre- sioner General ; Henry Pettit, engineer down, the second
enue laws in future.
could be used to
turned for taxation.
Devons’ rul- and architect,Commissioner General’s
The yellow fever is dying out in the
feed the lights. Country towns, writh

Some 400

CHICAGO.

Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 4 76 @ 6 00
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 26 @ 8 25

Fair

......................8
8
8
8

76
30
00
00

9
9
(9
(9
<9
<

4
4
8
8
4

75
25
60
40
12

SABBATH READING.
High Hopes Tliat

G
’

Bum.

High hopes that burn like stars sublime
Oo down the skies of freedom,
And true hearts perish in the time
We bitterestneed ’em;
But never sit wo down and say,
“There's nothing left but sorrow."
We walk the wilderness to-day—
The promised land to morrow.
Our birds of song are silent now;
There are no.flowers blooming;
But life burns in the frozen bough,
And freedom’s spring is coming !
And freedom’stide comes up alway,
Though we may stand in sorrow,
And our good bark, aground today,
Hk all float again to-morrow.

— KathviUe Christian Advocate.

Life’s Great Task.

SERMON BY

REV. JAMES KAY APPLEBY,
OF CHICAGO.
Our thought of Deity is at its truest
find best when we think of a noble man,
doing every duty of life in a noble
fashion, and when we call such a man
godlike. No conceptionof Deity can

be true which has not in it some elements of human justice, and human
mercy, and human sense of right. Although Deity must be infinitely more
than we are, still He is all that w’e are
when we are at our best. He must possess attributes of which we can have no
conception, to which we shall never be
able to give a name, still these unimaginable and unnamable attributes must
agree with and cannot in anywise be
contrary to those attributeswhich we
can imagine and can name, and which
by the very constitutionof our nature
we cannot help revering. The prophet
thought of what the shepherd’s life was,
as he himself had seen it and known it;
he thought with what tireless patience
and sure and tender care the shepherd
ministered to the wants of his flockhow he led them to places where herbage was plentiful and waters clear and
still— how the young lambs were nurtured in the shepherd’s bosom, and the
expectant mothers gently led, and out
of this lowly thought there came the
loftier thought: Behold how God
“shall feed His flock like a shepherd.
He shall gather the lambs in His arms,
and carry them in His bosom, and shall
gently lead those that are with young.”
How ineffably tender the conception
is, and how the truth in it squares
with most of the experiences of our
lives. Our life would be happier and
statelier if we would not fret so much
about what the future days of it were
destined to bring forth for us ; if we
would just do the duty of to-day as that
duty daily comes, and not vex ourselves
with the endeavor to take forward looks
into the morrow. Schemings for tomorrow generally result in nothing, for
not one time in a hundred do our
schemes turn out exactly as we planned
them. Duty done to-day leaves early
the to-morrow, and fits us for nobly
receiving the sunshine or the shadow

W

that to-morrow may await

us. We

unreachable, to us;
therefore, the unattainable,and, while
strainingafter that distant something,
the blessing freshly put day by day
.at our very feet is unnoticed—the duty
that day by day freshly comes to us is
slurred hastily over or goes altogether
undone. And so our lives, instead of
b£»ug one great fullness of content, become one great vexatious craving— one
great sense of emptiness. We drop our
buckets into- the empty wells of our
own poor ambitions, and they return
empty to’us— no refreshing drink in them
wherewith to slack our thirst. I don’t
know but what it is the master virtue
of life to govern li/e in accordance with
the principle hidden in the words, “He
shall feed His flock like a shepherd.”
strive after

the

our life has collapsedand come utterly
to naught. There we are, w earily plodding along the valley of humihation, to
be crucified on the cross of failure.
With many a jibe and jeer the passersby will wag their heads at us and mock
us. Another day we get a glad experience. Some great joy has come to us

—it

is freshly said in our dwellings,

“Lo!

bom”— or, it may be, a boy, a
darling boy, whom we have watched day
a child is

growing up into nobleness under
our fostering care, and in whom we have
learned to take so fond a pride, does
some deed of honor that brings more
than a reflected honor on us, whose
name he bears ; all the chambers of our
being are straight lit up and made radiant with the glad sunshine ; our very
footsteps" seem to go to music, and our
“bosom lords it lightly on its throne.”
Another day it is
sorrowful
experience that comes to us— we
are led through the bitter waters of a
great wroe. There is an empty chair in
the household in which, a man, old and
bent and wrinkled, was wont to sit,
whose heart glowed with love for us, and
whose bps dropped words of wisdom for
the guidance of our lives. Alas ! and
alas ! the old man’s heart irfcold, and the
ips that so oft received our kiss of
thanks will move no more forever ! Or
by day

a

an empty cradle over which we
down tears we
think of the thousand and one happy
baby ways, and of the gladsome baby
it is

lean, and as our eyes rain

crows and laughs that will no more, forever and forever, enrich our lives
i

BILL LONGLEY, OF TEXAS.

out of the office, taking steps seven feet

MICHIGAN ITEMS.
swearing and raving up
the street, while we softly felt of the
The Michigan Central railroad is disCriminal Kecortl*.
William P. Longley, better known as brain bumps on our head, and winked charging many employes along its line.
Bill Longley, who recently expiated on gently at an image of the “Greek Slave”
The Marshal of Ovid threw a stone at
the gallows at Giddings, Texas, one of on the desk.— Rockland Courier.
a cow and smashed a $100 plate-glasa
window.
over a score of murders, was unquestionably the most atrocious criminal in A Place Where Everything Is Finished.
A fire at Bay City destroyed Lathe ’country. Longley hod certainly
Many things strike me as being pe- mont’s planing mill. Loss, $11,000 ; unkilled eight men, six whites and two
culiar to New England. The roads are insured.
negroes, besides shooting several others
Ludington advertisesthat it needs no
as good as our pikes in the West, being
who survived ; but it is confidently benaturally hard and smooth. Toll-gates more lawyers, doctors or church socielieved that at least thirty men died by
are unknown. Men do not ride on ties at present.
his hand,
horseback. Everybody goes in buggies
There are 180 working lodges of
He began his extraordinary career at
or carriages, drawn by one horse. Good Templars in Michigan, with about
the age of 15, whon he and a companion
There are no farm wagons, hay carts 15,000 members.
amused themselves by mounting on
with two wheels, drawn by oxen, servFish Commissioner Jerome is incuhorseback and firing at every negro
ing all farming purposes. Everything
whom they encountered. Those were looks smooth and neat. ThAe are no bating 200,000 Californiasalmon at the
Crystal Springs fish-hatchery.
stormy times even for Texas, when it
rough edges, no fence-corners full of
was emerging from the civil war, and
Bay county Supervisors are considerweeds, no unsightly plowed ground, no
civil law was virtually dead in the
ing about building a free bridge at Bay
rotten rails, but hay fields clipped clean,
greater portion of the State. The imand stone walls half overgrown with City to span the Saginaw river.
munity which Longley enjoyed emThe Tittabawassee Boom Company
ferns and golden rod. Even the bowlboldened him to more daring crimes,
ders which croj) out here and there in has rafted out 297,000,000feet of logs
until, before reaching his majority,he
pastures and orchards cover themselves this season and has now shut down.
was one of the most dreaded men north
decorouslywith lichens. Nothing is
The Osceola copper mine has made a
of the Rio Grande, While yet quite
bare, new, crude or raw. Everything dividend of $1 per share, $40,000, and
young he started through the Indian
seems to have been finished, and the has $120,000 still in the treasury.
Nation with a companion,but was atorder of life settled for several generaH. H. Stafford has been appointed
tacked by outlaws,his partner killed,
tions. There ore no new buildings,no Register of the United States Land
and himself put to flight. When his
improvements or innovations,but the Office at Marquette,in place of Amhorse gave out he shot an Indian and
same buildings grow gray with ago and brose Campbell, resigned.
took his from him. This he repeated
gather lichens on them, and the people
The Marquette Journal says the
several times, until the Creeks and
walk in the ruts that their fathers
Choctaws gathered and pursued him.
prospects are that the present working
walked in, and never do anything strikforce of the iron mines will not be reLongley’s horse was killed, himself
ing or original. Farming is done in a
duced during the winter.
wounded, and he took to the bush.
careful, frugal manner, and nothing is
Here ho was found by a squaw, who
The Citv Mills, one of the largest
allowed to go to waste. There is no
brought him food and helped conceal
flouring-mills
in Detroit,was partially
speculation. A real-estate agent would
him until the hue and cry was over,
destroyed
by
fire
the other night. Loss,
starve here ; so would a surveyor.
when he got away.
Every one invests in slow-goingcon- $20,000; insurance,$14,000.
Longley subsequentlyjoined a party
cerns that pay moderate interest, and,
Mu. and Mrs. L. H. Trask, of Kalawhich started for the Black Hills, but
when one of them foils, ’tis as if the mazoo, celebratedtheir golden wedding
were turned back by the Government
granite of their hills hod been riven, recently with a large company of friends
A Career of Crime Unparalleled in American

long, and went

Well, here’s the great task of life, to
take all these varied experiences with
equal thanks, never to suffer anything
to beat us — never to suffer sorrow to
spoil the wine of life for us, turning it
into vinegar— never to allow a triumphant joy unduly to elate us and puff us troops, and lie enlisted in the service.
up with a braggart confidence. There’s He made an arrangement with the and the old-establishedorder of things
dissolvedinto chaos. If any one is enfine wisdom in Hamlet’s words to HoraQuartermasterto swindle the Governterprising or original he goes out West,
tio:
ment, but the two attempted to cheat
or to the cities, and the country is left
Since my dear sonl was mistress of her choice,
each other, quarreled,and Longley
with a conservative, orthodox populaAnd could of men distinguish,her election
shot the Quartermaster dead, and then
Hath sealed thee for herself; for Uiou hast been
tion, who have respect for ancient traAs one. in suffering all, that suffersnothing.
took to the mountains. He was fok
ditions. To upset establishedcustoms,
A man. that fortune’sbuffetsand rewards
lowed, captured, and sentenced to a
Hast ta’en with e^ual thanks; and bless’dare those
and disregard the traditionsof their
Whose blood and judgment are sowell commingled long confinement in prison, but esforefathers,would seem to them like
Tliat they are not a pipe for fortune’sfinger
caped, as he declared,through bribing
To sound what stop she please. Give me that man
pulling down the pillarsof the universe
the guard.
That iif not passion’s slave,and I will wear him
upon themselves, and toppling all toIn my heart’score, ay, in my heart of hearts,
While tramping through the wopdsin
gether in a crash of dust and confusion.
As I do thee.
Arkansas one day he stopped at a cabin,
That, I say, is life’s great task— to where lie was welcomed by its only oc- It is interestingto be a spectatorand
leant how to take the buffets and re- cupant, a powerful-limbed,heavily- look on, but I should kick against the
wards of fortune with equal thanks. bearded man. While the two were in pricks if I had to live in this orthodox
We cannot do it completely,but we can conversation the cabin was surrounded dullness. I should want to do some
unprecedentedthing to startle the inall try. I cannot do it completely,but
by a vigilance committee, that had come
I can try, and, in my better moments— for the express purpose of lynching the habitants of this mill-pond existence,
for people who preach to you have their host, who was a noted horse-thief named just as I used to have a desire to talk
better moments, almost as often, per- West. Finding a handsome, graceful out loud in a Quaker meeting, or throw
haps, as any other class of evil-doers guest, they concluded he belonged to a book across the house and startle the
have— in my better moments, I say, I the gang. Longley protested,and ap- elders on the topmost seats.— New England Cor. Cincinnati Commercial.
am ashamed to think how feebly I have

tried.

You cannot do

but you can all try. Whether you have
but feebly tried or not, you can best determine.

mine. Anyas it is a
So far as the

That’s your business,not

how

pealed to the horse-thief, who grimly
head. As there was no help
for himself, he thought his visitormight
as well bear him company n the road to
the sudden gallows.
Both men were carried out and hanged
to the limb of a tree, and then the seven
vigilantes galloped away. A brother of
West was hiding in the woods, watching
the proceedings.As the horsemen disappeared, he ran up and cut down the
horse-thief. He was already dead, but
when Longley was lowered he was found
io be alive. The knot of the rope had

it completely, shook his

this is religion, so far

principle within man.
principle of it can be made regnant in
one’s own nature, there is no higher, no
nobler religion than this. You may
talk about creed-believinguntil you are
hoarse, you may talk about the* divine
vengeance on unbelief until you yourself shall deserve that vengeance for the
transcendent audacity you manifest in
daring to invoke it on another; but
here, dwarfing to nothingnessall your
creeds, and outblazing all the lights you
burn on your decorated altars— here is
the religion. So to live that day by
day we may take the food the Shepherd
gives with equal thanks ; so to live, with

He

of our

;

-

-

- ”
-

After

carefully attendingto the grave

of his father for twenty-sixyears, a Kal-

amazoo .man has found that the bodysnatchers had been there years ago.

Wellington Hagadone, a prominent
lumberman in Osceola county, has sold
his lands to his two sons and goqe to
Montana.
Senator Christianc^ is improving
slowly in health, but is unable to perform any mental labor or answer corre
spondenceat present.

Walter Higgins, of Manton, Wexford county, has abandoned his wife,
gone West with a portion of her property, and found a young wife.

The Barry
cut

down the

county Supervisors have

salaries of county officials

from $100 to $200 each. They did not
reduce their own per-diem pay.

The American Express Company has

opened office*at St. Louis, Alma, Cedar
A Sad Romance.
Lake, Riverdale and Vestaburg, on the
The inquest held to-day on Miss Ella Chicago, Saginaw and Canada railroad.
The manager of the Grand Trunk
Hanbury, who died from exhaustion consequent on long immersion in the railroad has issued a circular on temperThames and shock from the Princess ance, urging the employes of the comAlice collision,is the closing chapter of pany to join the grand army of tee

a touching romance. Miss Hanbury totolers.
was an American girl of 1!), only child
The Synod of Michigan proposes the
of a wealthy New York merchant. She erection of a monument over the grave
was on a visit here, and went for a run of the Rev. Calvin Clark, for so long a
on the river, in company with her en- period their faithful and beloved mis-

gaged husband, Mr. Harrison, a member
caught in his ear, and in the course of of the American bar. When the crash
an hour he was as well. as ever.
came, Harrison embraced her and bade
Longley straightway devoted himself her good-by, saying they would meet in
to “getting even” with the vigilance heaven. She saw no more of him.
committee. He caught and hanged the They were parted on the instant,and
man who put the rope around his neck, she found herself in the water. Partly
and claimed to have shot all the others, swimming, partly supported by a plank,
though it is scarcely credible that such she floated for two hours and a half,
was the case.
and was then picked up apparently none
“blood and judgment so well comSome of Longley’s murders were par- the worse, for she was about the lext
mingled,” that, whether the daily bread ticularly atrocious.
deliberately week. She then learned, howevei, the
wretchedness
lives we get be that of pride or of humility, killed the Rev. Mr. Ray, of Arkansas, loss of her lover, and, since then, has
comes of our over-eagerness to feed of gladness or of sorrow', the nobler self because that gentleman attempted to altered and pined till she took, two
ourselves. It is most true that in us may be fed therefrom.
persuade a young girl not to marry the days ago, to the bed from which her
ito life can be noble which has not
desperado. One night a soldier ex- body was this day borne to the grave.
a forward look in it. Do we dream of
pressed an unfavorable opinion of Tex- Miss Hanbury was a very rich heiress,
What the Ancients Ate.
one day being wiser, better, wealthier,
aps, and Longley sent a bullet through and what makes the fatality still sadder
The diversity of ’substances which his brain. His last crime, so far as is that, while the inquest was in proggreater than we noware? I hope we
do, for that life is a low and mean life we find in the catalogue of articles of known, was that of walking into a field ress, a telegram announcing the death
indeed that has no such dream in it. food is as great as the variety with where a man was plowing and firing one of her father was handed to the Coroner
We may realize our dream, or we may which the art or the science of cookery barrel at him. The poor fellow fell - London letter.
not, who knoweth? But the only way prepares them. The notions of the badly wounded, and asked Longley why
to the realization of any such dream is ancients on this most important subject he had shot him. “For fun,” was the
A Friendly Father.
/ound along the path of present duty. are worthy of remark. Their taste re- answer, as the young scoundrel emptied
A stern parent, so much dreaded by
Failure to realize tliat dream, pursuing garding meat was various. Beef they the other barrel into liis victim’s body,
young
and spoony serenaders, is not
that path, will be but another name for considered the most substantial food
instantlv killing him. It should be
an unthought of, and, therefore, all the hence it constitutedthe chief nourish- stated that Longley suspected this per- always such a ferocious monster as he
more welcome success. Dying on the ment of their athletm. 7 Camels’ and son of being concernedin the slaying of is generally represented.Three young
gentlemen, accompanied by a guitar,
Pisgah top of duty, with the promised dromedaries’ flesh was much esteemed, a distant relative of his.
and of our ambition fading away from their heels most especially. Donkey
Finally this desperado seemed to began singing sweetly under the winBefore our death-dimmed eyes, we find flesh was in high repifte ; Mredenas, ac- weary of his massacres, and went into dow of a favored one, the other eventhat we are blessed with a blessing we cording to Pliny, delighted in it; and Nacogdoches county, where he engaged ing, when a darl^ object was seen to isdreamed not of, and that we are finding the wild ass, brought from Africa, was himself to a farmer. He wrought quietly sue from the corner of the house. It
precious profit even in the loss of what compared to venison. The hog and the for several months, and formed a strong moved slowly and cautiously, and
we had made our life— hope. Do you wild boar appear to have been held in friendship for a young man in the seemed to be armed. They were too
remember Shakspeare’swise words? great estimation ; and a hog was called neighborhood, to whom, finally,under a much devoted to the art to break off in
We pray, sometimes,he says, to our “animal propter con vi via natum;” but solemn pledge of secrecy, he gave his the middle of the strain which they
own hurt. The* wise powers deny us the classical portion of the sow was correct name. His confidant communi- were in at the time, so they held the
for our good, “thus find we profit by somewhat singular— “vulva nil dulcius cated with the authorities, who, know- fort tremblingly until it was finished,
losing of our prayers.” The ambition ampia.” Their mode of killing swine ing the desperate character of their and then prepared to decamp hastily.
of our life can only come to us; or, fail- was as refined in barbarity as in epi- man, succeeded in surrounding him This was interrupted,however, by the
ing that, as most likely it mil fail, this curism. Plutarch tells us that the while he was unarmed and working in a motions of the aforesaid object, who,
other thing precious and infinitely gravid sow was actually tramped to field. His trial and convictionfollowed, now being near enough to be seen more
greater and better for us than the real- death, to form a delicious mass fit fpr and, after several appeals, he suffered clearly, beckoned to them frantically,
and whispered ; “Hold on, boys— don’t
ization of our ambition— either the the gods. At other times, pigs were the penalty of his numerous crimes.
be Trade ; it’s me.” And, sure enough,
gratification of our ambition, or some- slaughtered with red-hot spits, that the
An Eggcellent Joke.
it was him, the father of the angel they
thing better in its place, which we blood might not be lost. Stuffing a pig
-dreamed not of, can only come to us by with assafoetida and very small animals
A man with a face tanned like a side had called to serenade. He beckoned
doing well each day the task that each was a luxury called “porcus Trojanus;” of leather came into the office yester- to the party to follow him around to the
day brings, and so feeding ourselves, and alluding, no doubt, to the warriors who day, and, leaning over the railing that side of the house, where he explained
making ourselves strong by the fresh ex- were concealedin the Trojan horse. divides our sacred precincts from the matters os well as he could under the
periences that each day freshly surround Young bears, dogs and foxes (the latter sordid world, said : “I laid an egg
” circumstances.“I’ve been out a little
wfy It is so true as to have passed into more esteemed when fed upon grapes) “Eh!” we exclaimed,in great surprise. to-night,” said he, “ and I’m tryin’toget
a proverb, that “We know not what a were also much admired by the Romans, “I laid an egg
•” “Hold on— hold in the house without bein’ heard.”—day may bring forth.” And what varied who were also so fond of various birds on!” we shouted, interruptinghim Exchange.
experiences come in the days of our that some consular families assumed the again, and grabbing up our pencil.
Very Funny.
lives! One day it is a proud experi- names of those they most esteemed. “Now proceed.” “I laid an egg four
ence. Something we have attempted Cattius tells uq how to drown fowls in inches long
“Impossible!”we
They were having so much merriment
has turned out triumphantly well. Our Falernian wine, to render them more ejaculated,looking at lum in amazeat a Rochester wedding that a young
names are in men’s mouths* and all sorts luscious and tender. Pheasants were ment. “I laid an egg four inches long man of the name of Link drew a reof people shower golden opinions on brought over from Colchis,and deemed and two wide
” “But, dear sir,” we volver and began, in fun, to terrify the
ns. We walk elate along the world as at one time such a rarity that one of the said, “ it is not possible ; it would be a young women guests with threats to
though we felt we had conquered it, Ptolemies bitterly lamented his never miracle.”“I laid an egg four inches shoot them. Pretty soon the weapon
and we receive complacently,as though having tasted any. Peacpcks were also long and two wide on your table, you did go off and the bullet went through
it were our righteous due, all the hom- very highly esteemed.
numb-headed fool,” roared the man, Miss Libby Grush’s cheek, knocked ou
age men are eager to award us ! Andancing up and down in a passion, “but three of her teeth, and lodged in the
other day, instead of pride we get bitter
Had the A 1 of the Apostles a keen if you notice it now I’ll take and ram it root of her tongue. That stopped the
humiliation.Some darling scheme of I edge? Keen —no.
down your idiotic throat,” and he rushed fun.

The

and a rarely enjoyable time.

sionary.

The Chicago, Saginaw and Canada
railroad is to be extended from

Edmore

to Lakeview, Montcalm county. The
distance is fourteen miles, and the job
is

under

contract.

A party from Montreal, Can., has
about sixty men in camp at Lac La
Belle, Kewenaw county, getting out
square pine timber for the English
market.

A report of the Committee on Fruit
Trees, to the Benzie County Agricultural Society, shows that in five townships there are 15,270 apple trees, 1,299
pear trees, 8,282 peach trees, and 2,242
plum

trees.

year-old daughter of Wm. MaiPresque
Isle county, was burned to death, last
week, during the absence from the honse
A

3-

cen, of the township of Moltke,

of

both father and mother.

The son of Johanan Willmore was
scalded to death in Waterloo, Jackson
county, a few days ago. Th* hired girl
accidentallythrew boiling potato water
over him. He was 15 months old.

A laborer in Watson’s saw-mill at
Ashland, Newaygo county, named Peter
Dalmer, was caught between the headblock on a saw-carriageand a log the
other day, and crushed in a

manner. He

terrible

died that night.

(Stephen Roberts, an employe of the
Pioneer mine, at Negaunee, was instantly killed by a fall of rock and ore, the
mass striking him on the head. The
deceased was middle aged, and leaves a
wife and family in England.

I

Mrs. Mary Loomitt is living with
her grandson, John Breycon, in Montrose, Genesee county, at the great age
of 108 years. She was bom in Lower
Canada. Last summer she cultivated
one acre of beans and kept them clean
from weeds.

A decree has

just been entered in

Kalamazoo Circuit annulling a marriage on the ground that the complainthe

ant was under the age of 14 years

making the

when

and

did not legalize the marriage contract on arriving at
an age to give consent.
contract,

The

Sheriff at Detroit has recejT'rt'1
card from the Coroner at *
corah, Iowa, asking for
garding a party of four
about 50, 30, 25, and 17 years,
supposed to have come from N __
One of the men was found hangin
a tree near Decorah, and the other tl
a postal

,

were suspected of having murdi
him. The men drove a covered wt
containing a coop of Guinea hens,

'

by

‘

Tery

^

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

closures are, wo cannot sny that
sorry they have been

made. We

1S78* them. When

2,

dark deeds are done it

just that they should be

light. It will have the

THE GIPHEE DISPATCHES— GOV.

Recently

we were

effect

a more thoughtful and

TXLDHrSDinROE.

tention upon

our

is

Grand Rapids.

the

The handsomest slock of Cloaks in this

at-

city, our

real political condition.

own

importation,from $4.00

of

F.

W. Wurzburg,

acknowledged throughoutthe

Dime

'•

.

says

it

he had been at

life, to

in

New

the people must be addressed.”

$19

at

Splendid line ol very tine Cashmeres

in

Sewing Machines for

Kanters*.

suppose that

all concerned

W. Wurzburg,

Corner Canal and Bronson Sts.,
Grand Rapids.

the wisest intellectsat) noblest hearts of

who had

Mr. Tilden personally, or

observed his public

F.

all

which

the party issues of the day, and to

“It was difficultfor any one acquainted

with

save ourselvesin time? Extra heavy 46 inches wide, 05c per yard.

:

*

Camvokma

regard Beecher’s self-laudatory account
of his visit to (he Pacific coast

sagacity, t » say nothing of Ids integrity,
in

as

all the

newe>t Fall Shades

These goods sold

last year for $1 per

The undersignedhaving stojiped at

minting severely on the circumstancethat the attention of every

traveler.

with them to uncertain and hazardous
Beecher, “notwithstanding all the thou11. Van Oosterlmut,
methods of telegraphicdespatches—de?>
Holland, Europe.
sands of dollars he bagged while here,
patches, too, that were to pass through the
when 8p|>enled to for a contribution in
bauds of ids political enemies; and which,
Why is it that we always find nice fresh
behalf of the yellow lever sufferers,or to
however disguised they may have been
Candles at “Case’s? Because he has large
lecture in aid of a fund for their relief,
by the intricaciesof cipher, were yet, with
sales and takes small profits. Give him
positively and very curtly declinedto do
a Httle ingenuity and diligeuce, as the
a
32-tf
either," adds that, if he comes again, he

call.

will learn that the novelty

have sent a single adroit ngent to

with

with the scroundrels in person,

and

requisitemoney in his pocket,

treat

None

fools ns well as

hui

knaves would have under-

taken tlds thing In the

way

it

of his platform

Now

off.

was done,

that

Cor.

.

Bedroom

sts.
i

we

are having changeable

finds, as

well as knaves they show

themselvesto have been.
But, Mr. Tilden was never regarded as
a

find

not

and

;

up to this time lias
a knave. In private

Ids career

shown him

to he

he was always scrupulously upright, and
so far ns his public life had been remarked*
he had associated with the best elements
of

Ids party.

He had

struggled against

Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thank the public for their patronageof
the past, I hope to merit end solicit a liberalslmre
ot it for the future. ’

—

WEEKLY)

WILL BK SENT TO

ANY

(

C

tr

Holland, May

(Postage paid by thq Publishers)

Until January

O-

T.V*ia**an<* #ce* m"8t beautifulvariety o
iimp Chairs, ornaments,picture frames, bracket*

Ulif’C

..
15.,

1878.

,<* March, A. D. 1870,
1879. nNMl^,twWh
V/ MelllasaN.Adams, of Irvin*, Barry county,

1,

'tate of Michigan,exeenteo. acknowledged
Post shows no falling and deiverednnder her hand and seal, to
off since the death of Mr. Bryant, but rather ih.- Edward L. Oarlck, of Olive, Ottawa cotintv
contrary, If anything.—Apring/fs/d (.t/aw.) Union. State of Michigan,a certainindenture of mortgage upon the following piece t r parcel of land,
It maintainsthe high standard set up for it by (Matt- and being in the Township of Olive
ihe Iqto Mr. Bryant.— Uicrt lltroll.
County of Otiawa ami Stale of Michigan, and deThe best of evening newspapers by all odda
tcrlbedasfollows, to-wtt : theaorth-west quarter
of the eonth-ei.itquarter of sectioneight, town
Lo'itnliU Couritr-Journal. .
The leadingrepresentative
afternoon daily of six north, ol range dlteen west, containingforty
acres of land, acmrdlugto the government survey
New York city.— Artr llaren Commonwealth.
be the same moreot less, which said indenture of
The wise!-! and soundestof all our newspapers. mo tgago together with tho certificate of ncknowl
—Ntw York JmUpvuient.
edament thereto attached whs on the fifth day ol
Has a very large circulationamong the respect- May. A. I). !87U. duly recorded in Ihe office of the
Register of Deeds, in and for the County of Ottaable reading puDlic of this city.— W. Y. World.
Accepted at the 8011th as the best authority on wa. State of Michigan, in Liber U of mortage*
on page 046. Said indentnre of mortgage was on
any subject,— Weir Oileant Times.

The New York Evening

—

,

the third dav of November.A. D. ife75, duly
assigned, acknowledged and delivered by ait
assignment in writing, endorsedupon said I mien
lure of mortgage, by the said Edward L. Garllck
to Henry Snook, of Olive. Ottawa County, State
of Michimm, which said assignmenttogether with
the certificate of acknowledgment thereof,of said
assignmentof mortgage, was on the fifteenth day of
Oct brr. A. D. 1878, at twelve o’clock M., duly recorded in the office of tho Registerof Deeds in
and for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, tn Liber No. 8 of mortgages, on page fit*
Said Indenture of mortgage was on the fourteenth
day of October, A. D. 18^ duly assigned, acknowledged and delivered by an instrumentin writing
by the said Henry Snook 'o Edward J. Barring
ton. of the city of Holland. Ottawa Countv. Slat,of Michigan, which sitd sssiiniraenlof niort-agr
together with the certificateof ackowledgnienl
theieof was on the fifteenth day of October, A. D
18:8, duly recorded in the office of the Register of
Deeds in »nd for the County of Ottawa and State
of Michigan,in Li her No. 4 of m or gages on p:igc
III). Default having been made in the conditions
of payment of said mortgage. Botice in hereby
flire/i, that under the power of .ale containedin
said inJentnreof mortgage, on Tuesday, the

«

Syrup.

moulded in a harder soil. The explana-

.

l

1879,

Bronchitis,
1 /teartarho,
! Loti of Appetite.

Poilti.fitts.lc.
V

1

La»ge sample package sent free on receipt of 1ft
cenis, to pav no<*ta"cand mailing. Agents wante*.
Address J, p. Mountain* 1 gdensburg.N. Y.

on«!

o’clock In the afternoon, the said

indenture of mortgage will be foreclosed hy a sale
of the said de-cribedmortgaged premises, or so
much thereof aa shall be necessaryto pay the
amount now due and payable on said mortgage,
both nrit.clpal and interest,together with the costs
of this notice, and the legal costs ot foreclosure
and sale, to the highest bidder at ptibtlc auction or
vendue,at the front door of the Conrt House, of
the County of Ott iwa. In th* city of Grand Haven,
thnt being the place for holding the C’trsntt Conrt
for Ihe Countv o' ( ttawa and State of Michigan;
tnc amount claimedto be now drtc and payable at
the dHtu of this notice on said indent re of mortgage for principal and Intere-t, is two hundred
and forty dollarsand twelve cents ($mi2.)

A fine new lot of the latest *tyles ol
that long ago trees were growing Hats and Caps just received at the Cheap
had gained so honorable a fame, in such on a much lower surface;that the river Cash store of
exalted fields of exertion, should, be wil- changed its course and flowed over the
E J. HARRINGTON

Metropolitan Restaurant

the river
ling to hazard it, and his good name
life, in a final act ot gigantic dishonor subsequently altered its course again,
and crime— gigantic in its ends though leaving the place dry; that the trees

OYSTER HOUSE, 87-13w
EDWARD
and

gladly recognised by

all

who

government. Now,

desired an

that

one who

tion

;>eUy in

means— was only

its

to be credited

direct, positive

and

rolled away, and their places in the sand

A'Fink White Dress
of

E. J.

unitn- were filled by the accumulation of soil.

No such testimony
Georgs Peabody and Socialism.
has been given, and of that which has
been adduced, and which only construcSome people imagine that rich men are
tively reflects upon him, Mr. Tildon now becoming more wedded to riches, more
solemnly avers, in Hie broadest and most aggressive in the acquisition of wealth, at
the expense of the working classes. Hem e

knew

Shirt the best in

the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store

!>eachable testimony.

unqualifiedterms, lie

absolutely

the agitation in favor of Socialism. There
aotliing.Whatever was done in his be- may tie grounds for this imagination,but
half was done without his suggestion, we have yet in our midst our Peter Coopprivity or consent. He would not have re’s, our George Peabody’s and our Miss
Nightingale’s—who thinK more of the
approved it, he adds, if he had known of
welfare of the struggling classes, than
it, hut on the contrary arrested and many are aware of, and who employ their
rebuked it on the spot.
lime and money in extending good to as
many as possible in their decliningyears.
We are glad that Mr. Tilden is nble to
One of those is an old retired physicianby
make this denial in phrases so compre- the name of J. P. Mountain, whose ad
hensive and positive,not for his own sake dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
only, but for the sake of public morality. placed in his hands a simple care for Con-

The best
They are

as well
at PessinkY

10 cts Cigar in the city

as u straight 5 center is kept

“A

charges preferred against him,

-

No, 12

AND

--

14 Canal Street,

Opposite Sweet’s Hotel, has taken the lead as
the POPULAR

HARRINGTON.

No. 1.”

Dated, Holland, Mich., Oct. 24th. A. D. 1878.
J. HARRINGTON,
A nifjr.eeof Mortgage

THE CURTIS TURBINE!
AI • recent ••*t

86 4*-tOO per cent*

EatingHouse

A

• Buckltn’s Arnica Salve.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,

GATES

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and
all kinds of Skin Eruptions.This salve

Boney Carpenter, Prop’r.

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
eveiy case or money reiunded. Price
25 Cents per In>x. For Sale by Hel>er
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.

The best Oysters and Finest
Game always on hand.

is

in

hall deecrlptlea.

power, price, etc.. !•
Miven In mm extra mi
Ihe #-»*••*•« ««*eri*r,
fiend fern Copy,

of the City of Grand Rapids.

0 (JETTS,
OgtautatSX S.T?

WARD

FIRST

ilfUw Adverttefmfnt*.

Choice Cigars and Liquors.

Probate Order.

Everybody treated with kindness

DRUG STORE,
Three doors East of Kruisenga’iStore.

FR-OFItlBlTOItS.

sumption,Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
and Nervousness. The old gentleman STATE OF MICHIGAN, Connty of Ottawa, m.
At a aeaatoD of the ProbatoCourt of the Conntj
sustained, were almost as disgracefulto has means which make him independent,
of Ottawa, holdun ai the Probate Office,in the
City of Grand Haven, in aaid County, on Haturthe nation as to himself. They would and lie employs his time and monev in a

The

Ever s ncc the death of the popular Crosby the

is

for spot, depositingthe sand; that

on the moat

RElDSEMA.

8.

MORTGAGE SALE.

BRTANT &
NEW YORK.

price?”

honest

always

on hand.

it
(

Setts.

cold” you will do well to remember the Twelve Months for $1.50.
Turkic are no precedents in modern
virtue of Macalister’s Cough Mixture, the
Semi-Weekly, one year ............ S3 OO
times tor the deposition of a Bishop as
best in the market for coughs, colds, asthDally, one year ...................
9 OO
Bishop McC'oskry of Michigan has been
ma, spiking of blood, influenza, whoopdeposed. There are two cases only at any
Specimen Copies Free.
ing cough, and all diseases of the throat
lime— lie case of Dr. Watson, Bishop ol
ADDRR8H
and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,
St. David’s in the reign of James II., who
W.
C.
CO ,
cor. Halstead and Harrison sirs, Chicago,
BROADWAY AND rULTON STREET,
was cited by the Archbishop of Canterbury
arid is for sale at Schouien & West veer’s
and six of his suffragansto answer the
drugstore. Price 50 cts. and $1. 86-6m
charge f open simony, and being found
guilty, was deposed; the other case is that
At the City Bakery you will find a full
of Bishop Clogher,in Ireland, who was supply of Cakes, Cookies and Crackers,
found guilty of gross immorality,and was which are warranted to be fresh.
leposed by the ArchbMiop of Armagh
While coughs and colds are very prev
CtlflEjS.
Siinrx
and his brethren, the other Bishops of the
ttirioutnrrsi .
alcnt, we recommend a trial of Young’s
Ccnsumvrion,
Province.
* C osh rfn •it. \
Catarrh,
twenty-first day of January, A. D.
Cough and Lung
tf
Asthma,

and state, with a
and vigor that won him (lie praises
A deep excavation is lieing made in
of fierce political opponents. His fight
Query: “Why will men smoke comagainst Tweed, and subsequently against Indianapolis for the foundation for a
mon tobacco,when they can buy Marburg
the banded robbers of the canal, was an Stale house. A layer of sand three feet
Bros. 'Heal of Sorth laruUna,' at the same
n depth has been removed, in which apearnest, open, manly fight to the end; and
45-ly
the courage and skill displayedin it w. rc pear the trunks of trees accurately
coiruption, in this city

r.cal

-

sa-y

CENTS

20

and Parlor

Setts

and Caskets

Coffins,

River & Tenth

l

and

THK-*

Retail.

weather, and almost everybody has a "bad

the

with

out a third party to overlook and perhaps

betray the odious bargain.

performance has worn

eve

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

»nly believed

event has proved, translatable.He would

than

Beautiful Live Oeese Feathers, Cheap.

Any one of iho above .nicies made to order to
any size or measure on short notice and at Grand
Rapids prices.

Scott's Hotel, in the city of Holland, sev-

community, dwindled away toward the eral days, must acknowledge that the
close of his lecturingengagement;”and reasonablenessof t’je charges and the
they were, a man of the slightest prudence
constant endenvers of its proprietor to
the Sau Francisco Examiner, after com
please and wait upon his guests deserves
would not have trusted the negotiations

comm

was

Also Planing, Matching and Resawing.

Address in the United States

electorsof Floridu or South Carolinawere
It

have purchased tower

done to order.

yard.

F. W. Wurzburg,
Corner Canal and Bronson Sis.,
Grand Rapids.

wickid scandals that ever disgraced a

1

cheaper tnan ever before.

A FULL LINE OF CARPET?. FROM
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

70c per yard.

_

accordance with the true inwardness of

which many of our best citizens bore
the facts. The Eureka Sentinel says that
willing witness, rendered it extremely
ho “omitted to tell how fearfully the
Improbable that he should engage in an
crowds who rushed at first to see and hear
enterprise which was at once so wicked
the chief transuressorin one of the most
and so bunglingly conducted. It the
purchasable, as

Sawing of all kinds

strictly

to

Which
will sell

FOR

newspapers do not seem to

these

nefarious intrigues. His reputation for

FURNITURE

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etv,

sheet music at Hunters’.

series of

All wool Black Cashmere, 50c per yard;

escape?

These are questionswhich overshadow

• • •

ry. Among other things

:

DOORS, SASH,
Scroll

deem it interesting to give the opinion of
Fine quality, 60c worth 75c per yard;
the N. Y. Evening Pott, a Republican Must we go on as we are now going op,
Superior and 40 inches wide, 70c per yard;
newspaper, whose standingis known and until some grand catastrophe shall lay us

low? Cun we
whole coun

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

Corner Canal and Bronson Sts.,
Grand Rapids.

in this County, and finding they have yet felt the degradation into
and conclusionsso far apart we which we have fallen. They will ask, la
remediless! Is there no way

Mtnufacturerof

upwards.

men everywhere,

polititians

it

E. E. Workman, Money! Money!!

F. W. WiiHzuuno,
Corner Canal and Bronson Sts.,

opinions about the “cipher dispatches,H without respect to their party attachments,
will be made to feel more poignantlythan
and speakingabout it with some of the best
opinions

Fall and Winter

Dry Goods at extremely low prices.

of fastening

more anxious

Patriotic men, and good

treated to •erie* of

brought to

new

Full stock of

are

the revelation of

for the facts, but not for

Saturday, November

we

are sorry

if

and

This new store will keep a full supply of the best
and finest

respect.

Call and see for yourself; one

Mdut, Mminiii Mil

Melt, Cigtn,

day the twenty rtith day of October, in the year
Writtime Material, SanC,
have demonstrateda degree of corruption in very laudable enterprise. He sends the
one thon and eight hundred and aeventy-efght.
trial will convince yon.
recipe free to any person sending for it,
And
the finest assortmentof
Present:
Bamoil
L.
Tart,
Judge
of
Probate.
the very highest as well as the lowest
with instructions for preparing and using,
In the matter of the estate of William Krenu rs,
B. CARPENTER,
quarters that would have made every man requiring only that the party so sending
deceaaed.
tt-Sm
Grand Rapida.
On reading and Sling the petition dnly rer fled,
of patriotic feeling hang his head with enclose a stamp to pay the postage. He of Henry Krcmers, praying among other things for
shame. They would have shown that in lias now distributedover one million of the probate of an Instrnmvnt in writing flledin
(for Medicinal um only,)
those recipes, and in this part many have this court.pnrporilngtobethelastwill and tea
the very year— the hundrciEh anniversary
lament, and cod ell thereto, of William Kremera
And
almost
everythiog else belongingIn a well
been cured by the use of the same. It is
deceased, and that administration thereof may be
stocked drug store.
of tier existence—in which the Republic said to be very reliable, and those who
grantedto the person named therein, as executor.
had invited the world to a display of her are troubled with any of those diseases Thereupon It la ordered,that Taeodar. ilia
The attention of the poblic at 'arge Is ca led to The above firm are the ennofacturera ol DR.
progress, her growth In material wealth would do well to address the philanthropic twenty -«&xtk day of Iforoaabor nextold gentleman, and haven trial of the at one o'clock in the abernoon, be assigned the fact that most ail the old soldiers,tradesmen,
and the arts of civllizathnwas accomfor the hearing of said Petition and that the cltixens,and farmers, have from ens om made the
recipe, which has cured so many.
heirs at law or the aaid deceaaed, and all other restaurant of
AN)
PILL!
panied by a more prodigious growth in
26-ly-e o ,w
persona interested in said estate, are required
to appear at a resalon of said Court, then to
venality and corruption. A people claim
be holden at the Probate Office, In Grand Haing to be among the foremoston the globe
ven, in aaid Connty,and show cause. If any tfcere
Syrup of
be, why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
in intelligence,culture and the sense of
granted: And it Is further ordered, that aaid petiNo. 12}
Street,
Prescription*carefully compound by 'Mr. H.
jOtyicft, and superior to all others in their
tioner give notice to the persons Interested In said
36-ly
A regular rendexvons,on their arrival in the Weatveer at all hours, day or
estate,of the pendency of aaid petition and the
politicalat^ social theories, would have
Drew and Cloak making. Particular hearing (hereof, by cansing a copy of this order to city and before their departurelor hwe, on ac
be published in the "Holland City Nswa," a count of the close proximityto tho Union depot.
lieen convictedin practice of a baseness attention paid to fitting.
newspaper printed and cbcnlated in aaid Connty I shall henceforthmake It a point to havearenrate
only parallelled by that of the degenerate
of Ottaw a, for three snccesalve weeks previona to time for travelers to start by, and keep on hand a
MISS A. DEMMICK.
full line of
..ay of hearlmr. _
Romans who sold the empire to the highest on Ninth street, between Cedar and Mar- aaid
A true copy, (At'teaL)SAMUEL L. TATE.
ket streets, Holland, Mich.
Judge of Probate.
bidder.

Wines &

Liquors,

Rendezvous-Halt!

BCHUUTEN’8

AIM

EXTECH

WI. GEI0CK, Compound

Additional ^otal

1

Rhubarb.

Monroe

night.

• • • *

It is no

8Mw

•

ERRORS

Holt’s Writing Fluid at Kanters’.

doubt consolatory and encour-

aging to be assured that our more eminent

Dress Goods! Dress Goods!

THE

1 0 K A

REFRESHMENTS

Agent Warned.
1

ON-

TUB

nent men we mast encounter knots of
inferior agents who have none of their
scruples, if our Grants are to be beset by
Belknaps and Babcocks, our Hayeaes by
Chandlers and Wellses, as now Mr. Tilden
is by Weeds and Coyles, that consolation
and that escouragementwill be but short'ived.

Painful and bpmillnting ns these dis-

Oar

Dress

Goods Department

is fairly

Catholic

the

CHURCH.

J. H.

F. W. Wurzburg,
Corner Canal and Bronson Sts.,
Grand Rapids.

market.

Try Johnstcn’s Sarsaparilla the
the

New Embossed
Kanter*’.

CHAMBERS & CO.
St.

4

Lonls, Mo.

A Beautiful Residence For
Sale Cheap.

Universal’s at 5c at Ranter's.
best in
tf

Scrap B >ok Pictures at

STORE.

FRUIT! FRUIT!

The l>est book ever pubtlshed

n Romanism. Contributed by

Lunch Counter,

ablest Divines of thedlMereut
Denominations, Illaitnttedwith
Fine Steel Engravingsof Bishops
we are glad to know that (lie Presidential loaded with all the latest Novelties of the Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
Always ready for those tn a hurry, and will keep
on) hand the best kind of Liqnor*and Cigars and
candidatesof the centennial year were not Season at prices lower than ever known contributors.We being the Publishers, and em- the
finest
ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to
personally involvedi« the dirty tricks of before. Stylish Dress Goods 12^c, 15c Canvassersthe largestcominlssious.Bell Rapidly. For terms and circulars. Address.
their followers; but if behind those emi- and 20c— Fringes to match.

?nen disdain the low arts imputed to them;

HEW

A

'TMIK

lot and realdencebelonging to Mr. H.
Wijkbuizcn,situated on the corner of Cedar
and Ninth streets. For terms and particular*,ap-

L

ply to the proprietor
Holland, hept. tt, 1873.
U.

tt-lf

Lager Beer.

market

prices.

_

Cash Paid for Bnttor and
Eggs.

Packages can be deposited, and informationfurnishsd to those in need of It, facilitatingmy customers in every postlblu

manner,

DON’T FORGET the

t

NUMBER,

No. 121 Monroe Street.
WM. GELOCK.

WIJ&HUYSEX.

I have opened a new business on the «»nJe[Vr
Eighth and Market street, In the store formerly

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Give me

a trial and sell anti
buy to your advantage.
G. A. KONING.

Holland. Mich , Aug.

23,

1878. 28-'8m

ft

Last Sunday wo had the

TnANKSoivrNo—Tliurtdny,
N(iv. 28.

5.
Thr
Krgistbu your names

weather has set

lie is

expected to

fill

far

recovered that

still com

lfn)m his

trip to the

home
Tub

Netherlands.

his pulpit to-morrovv.

price of wheat

is

so low in

to feed

it

The
W.

and allowed

to

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Revenue has issued a circulardeclaring
Next Tuesday, November 5th, you will
cuting- attorney on the Greenback ticket is
the use of nil new ami attractive kinds of
called upon to vote for your respective
making many speeches and carrying on a
boxes for cigars a violation of the law.
candidates,and the day following *ill be
strong campaign.
mmw
market day at Zeeland.
According to a Bpanlsh proverb, four
The Women’s Christian' Temperance pers jns are wanted to make a good salad
Rev. 8. Bolkn, left for Orange City on
Unlun have changed their place of meeting —a spendthrift for oil, a miser for vinegar,
Monday last, after visiting many of his
from Hope Church to the residence of Prof.
a councillorfor salt, and a madman to
relativesand friends and congregationsin
Scott.— See notice in their own column.

tadies’ and Misses Winter
Shawls, Gents’ Winter Cloth-

lie

i

The o’d

ing, Gents’

Ml

up.

lall

Ax

other one

of our old settlers has de-

Vandermeer-atthe

week—

Mr. J.

age of 74 years.

He

was a resident of Vriesland, and will be

remembered by our citizens as the venerable parent ot the well-knownmusical
composer, Mr. A.

J.

°

*

troit.

of

Cappon

BEHOLD.

1877.

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER in

Boots and Shoes

8UPERB ARTICLE OF

;iish Breakfast TEA
And

Urge

a

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

splendidvariety of other Tea*.

lot of

new Bleached sod Unbleached

Of tk« atattrtstylas sad bwl aiallttfswM* I
tfftr chtapsr than aaybady elss.

[heelings, Muslins, etc

while the future bride is twenty years old.
Sheetingsfrom 1 yard wide to 8J< yards wide.

v I The Chinese have a law that any milb ^Ladies hose in endless variety,
and fractured while engaged in
0flict.r making his house a place of
.. Aging business, on Tuesday cvenlnif last.!
__j -------cheaper than ever. Call
gambling shall be cashiered and forever
DrjF 8. Lcdeboer was sumtuoned in bast debarred from holding public office.—N.
and r See.

mej

relieve the poor sufferer.

to

1,

Quigley’s station) got his ankle dislo-

led

Vandermeer, of De-

The immense improvements

Warm-lined Boots,

and examine stock

A

evening next, Nov. 4th, cut you out understood his business.”

Landing," so-called (some peoplacall it

parted this life during the

I.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

and prices.

Mr. H. Docsburg will open bis evening
The marriage ot the widowed King of
Mr. Hiram J. Hoyt, Democratic candi
school for young folks, affordingthem a
the Netherlands, William Hi., and the
•date for member of Congress,will address
splendid opportunity to obtain etpecla'
PrincessEmma of Waldeck Pyrmoot it*
the citfzena of this city on Monday eventuition in almost any branch they may
decided
upon. The King held a reception
ing next, in the store of Mr. John Roost,
desire. Prices very reasonable.
recently
for the purpose of receiving conon the corner of Ninth and River streets.
gratulations.
He is sixty-one years old.
This will be the first Democratic speech
Mr. Robert Maybew, residing at "Bar
'at

Call In and get bsrgalna.

Republican meeting on Thursday

Ox Monday

of the campaign.

CALL AND SEE US.
-- :o:

AXjSO,
A full line of Boots and
Shoes for Men and Boys, Rub-

family residence of the San

A frofrssou was expostulatingwith a
Ret. C. Vorst, of Grand Rapids, passed
evening was a total failure,the audience student for his idleness, when the latter
through this city on Wednesday last on his
being so small that Col. Foote did not said: “It’s of no use; I whs cut out for
way westward, 'Where he will sojourn a
address them. Mr. Geo. A. Farr is billei
a loafer.” “Well,” declaredthe professor,
few weeks. Rev. Vorst has just returned
for next Monday evening.
surveyingthe student critically, “whoever
from a trip to the Bast, and looks remarkably well.

entire

Overcoats, for Men and Boys,
"
Pants and Mittens;

’ords, at

The

and Boys’

A Complete a- eortment of Children’s and lafente’
shoes for rail and winter, andalhllllae trf
Ladles' and GeoUomao'a wear.

Suits, including a fine lot of

List of letters remaining in the Post
Grand Haven, was destroyedby office at Holland, Mich., Oct. 81st, 1078:
ver wedding on Wednesday evening last.
Jre on Thursday night. The«re was the John Devine, Jamca Mose, Albert A. MurWe are told that the presents were many
ber Boots,
[work of an incendiary, it is thought. The
dock, John Johnson, W. R. Hill.
and beautiful and the number of invited
building was insured.
Etc., Etc.
Wm. Vkrbkkx, P.
guests large.

Mr. E. Van der Veen celebratedhis sil

BOOTS & SHOES

|

r-1*

Acting Commissionerof Internal

stir it all

-

L
ili^LD,
n-noTDS.
GOODS,
SUCH AS

Seely, candidate for Prose-

which he labored formerly.

—OF—

Pall and Winter

ferment)

to stock.

l>cr 13tb.

Mr. V.

(wetted

(i

k

stoc

England

that an agricultural paper advises farmers

Mn.G. A. Koning has moved his stock
It is proposed to have another marketof groceries and fruits to the store of Mr.
day in this city— on Wednesday Novcr'
J. Albers-twodoors west of this office.

in

new

I

_

suffering with the rinderpest have

been found on a farm near Washington.
Bcldt hiis arrived

!

JUST RECEIVED

and bluster-

Cows

Mn. (5 van den
Kkv. R. Pieters has so

in cold

day— Saturday. ing.

to

first suow^

storm.

Y.

.......

Sun. The Sun has

Makes Custom Work a

«

Specialty.

loudly advocated

nEVRRAL people having asked us how the abolishmentof the army, and if it will
, N. K. Fairbank’s Tin Caddy
now advocateand procure the enactment
„e stand on the political question, and
,ard, the best in the countr
of the above mentioned law, it would atthis being our last issue’beforethe
tain its apparent desire In a new way.
^Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale
tlon, we will tell them what our pol

and advise is, to wit: For (
Trree schooners— Preslo, H. B. Moore, cheap,
A Bertach tannery building is neaiing
man to come up and vote according to hit and Persia, were beached on Monday
completion, under the master hand of
own conviciion. after mature deliberation. night last near Grand Haven harbor. The
Mr. J. R. Kleyn. By the Uu^nUrgeCall at
ment and improvementsthe comity of
Mr. E. Van der Veen occupied his new sea was running unusuallyhigh, so much
tore of
this tannery is considerablyincrelsed. It store on Saturday last. It is generally so that the Milwaukee boats could not
get
out
with
safety,
and
ihe
wind
blew
a
is the boast of our little city to say that pronounced to he a handsome store. The

D R

K.

VAN RAALTK.

CHEAP! CHEAP!

belief

we

have the two largest tanneries in the

8tate.

carpenters,

That railroad accident on the Grand
Haveu railroad near Millgrove, last Friday
evening, was not serious. A cow crossing
the track was struck by the tender of a
locomotive that was drawing the
with lender

in

gale. The crews of the vessels,however,

c:»uniers are the finest in the city and the

got off safely, and

Me>sw. Toren and Van Kam-

dirt train

by

sets

finish-

ing their job in such fine style.

Day
urc to

front. The locomotivewas

before yesterday we

meet Mr.

had the

who

was so severelyinjured under a reaping

i
>/V ^

An improved Hose Nozzle hasbecu pat
by Mr. George F. Palmer of Roch

The object of fills Invention
jester, N. H.
is to furnish, for hose of all kinds, an im

i
I
MR.

Thompson &

Messrs.

W.

L.

left to siure fate

in the face— like a true/

least the free

a large or small stream is used.

L-

Thompson

&

Ohio.
Jubt as we

went

were informed that the large “Ibree-andafter" schooners Woodruff, America,

Au-

oneTnorc, whose name we
did not learn— were beached at Grand
srewi of these
Haven yesterday. The crews
large vessels,stranding on the
the <mWbar—
p, remiApg
the
were flfecued with difficulty,
n
ertion,
lifeboat crew’s utmost exert
k even to

stralia— tud

I

J4.

]

Parlor Suits,

•

KROON,
~

Lounges,
Easy Chairs, Etc.

FINE COFFINS
Ever IntroducedInto this City.

„e
We

CUTLERY, and

1. A.

nui.u,

MUFFIir,

Cutter and Tailor,

everything el«e in oor line.

rooms over K.

Farming Implements as cheap
as anywhere.
wre

may

B11
at CAW^,
extremely

ullcl
offer all

Cooking

STOVES,
a in
Ill n u»i v/j

know

Tuesday was quite a gala day for Holcine at his tongue'send if lie is sure that land in a political sense. The city waa
shootinglines over the vessels. One man
he knows nothing about his own especial honored by a call and speech of our Govwas downed by being too hasty. General
case from actual experience, but is pro ernor. the commencement of which was
praise Is bestowed, however, on the life„„„
ccedlng wholly on theory.' Such a physician announced by the firing of cannon and
boat crew.
would not be trusted for a moment. Here, music by the band.
While Mr. J. Smite was walking along doubtless, is where Dr. J. C. Kennedy’s
.

J.

Harrington’s

CHEAP CASE STORE.

1

Order. Cutting 8.Qd IBftklDg in first
class Style.
made

made

I

6*

—

A.ND'—

CASH
of

Parlor and

Also the host

WALNUT CASKETS
«

Oct. 29-8chr. Four Brother. Chicago. 60 eda wood.
m eda bark.
U. H. Joolln, Lndlugton, 200 buah
29app’ea.
come a pirate.
Emma, Mackinaw, tot bri apples.
Tin
repaired and
to
40 bu-h onions. 40 bu apple*.
31- ** Hope. Ludinpton. 1,*00 ft* muter.
Some one bus said that experienceranks
tIOdoa. efgi,5brti.floir. 82 brN.
JpWpla“'i^bu onionV^D* honm': I have just received patent flre-h*ck*
alhive everything else. Whatever
too cabbage*,s bri*. rider, 150
adjust and fit to over 200 different
be the facts In regard to other things, and
bncKwheat floor,
flonr. ISO Da
«m corn meal.
meal.
knd* and SIZCS of Moves.
5 bn b««n*.
medical practise. It is very little satisfacBanner,
Chicago,
800
r
r
tici.
81tion for one to
that his ffhyfclciah

has all that has been written about medi-

A New and Beautifal

Th. bcit kind,

CLEARED.

East Liverpool, to perform an errand occupying flftem
minutes’ time, he growls and growls, and
threatens to run away from home and bepress last night we

Co.,

T1

IdcHd«4 to dMUwlik m«.

feel

FOR;

are consideredeasy, beautiful, lively trunks ten hours a day for a minstrel troup
W- •• ‘ Kmma. Charlevoix, light.
«a— *• Hope, Ludingtoa,M) la lath.
and tweet. Either of the pieces are sent for an admission ticket worth twenty-five
31— •* Banner. Chicago,light.
to any address for 30 ceuts. Published by cents If the same boy’s mother asks him Nov. 1— " Bpray, Racine.>5 carbojivltrol.

W.

Sewing Machines

shall kwp on baud and will Mil cheap

j{§— •• U. II. Joclin. Naniitee,aura lath.

Md

G. J.

passage of the water, whether

twA beautifulnew soldier.
pieces of music, for the piano or organ,
Thk followingare the arrivalsand clear
The average boy is not afraid of work.
entitled,"Strawberriesand Cream Waltz,” He will labor hard six hours to make a ance« up to Friday morning:
and “Brass Band March.” Both of the peach stone ring, the value of wltich is
ARRIVED.
pieces are composed by Mr. W. Lamartine, not over ten cents a bushel, and will carry Oct. 29-Scbr. Four Biothe s. Chicago, light.
Co., for

NEW- FURNITUBE
-

—

may

l

bats jtut added to our stock of

ALL KINDS OF

E. J. Harrington.

thrown from the trick wiih several car*. machine last summer. Although Mr. invert adjustablenozzle by which iht
No one was hurt, and by energy well di Hessellnk has lost his riglri fore arm and luanilty of water dischargedmay he regureeled the track was cleared of the wreck his left thumb, his step is firm, his general ated with great facilitywithout changing
the nozzles, and without impeding in the
by morning.
health good, and he has courage enough

Oor thanks are due

the Cheap Cash

ves-

damaged.

ented

pleas

Gerrit J. Hetsellnk,

have been

we

to going to press

could not find out to what extent the

pen, hive risen about one hundred percent
in the estimation of mechanics

up

We

^

Cleaning and Repairing dene
promptly and Neatly.

Opposite the Post-Office.
WM. C MELTS.

ALSO
Ladies Cloaks Cut and

Bollard, Angnat,81, 1878.

Mads

to Order.

CONSUMPTION CURED!

other morning, he was great success arises. He has bad years ot
Astonished by the rattle and clatter of shot experience. In fact, so great has been bis
Ur uiiahub, wim mrcniuiip
auu
axing the same, which WW
wrr cuie for
will ha
h« fonod
foand atMrrcuiefor
flying around him, against fences, and on success that be finds it unnecessary to Hnd see the Governor. Personally t>» n.lngthcMme.whlch
(A)niumpUont fbUnrh, Brp*cM/l*,AtVima, Xtrcontinue his advertisements. He will be made a veiy good impression— that of so vov4ruu, de., <fc„ die, Addre-a with Mamp.—
the sidewalk, and upon investigation found
DB. C. STEVENS, Bmckvl te, Oat.
that ft couple of youngsters were coolly at the City Hotel, however, as heretofore, honest old gentlemin. His speech wss
Seventh

street the

iu*

maik without reckoning the on the evening of the 28th and forenoon short, and delivered in n very dignified and
consequences.M r. Smits say s he narrow- o7 the 29tb of each month. Also at Grand solemn manner; bis Voice and demeanor
Haven on the 2nd, and at Grand Rapids often reminded us of Ihe late Rev. A I el
ly escaped being hit and alight bare been
T. Stewart; but very little enlhusiann,
killed, and we hope our young nlmrods on the 12lh and 15th.
however, was awakened by his effort on
will not deem it bard^ in us to remind
This year’s apple crop is now gathered,
“the stump.” He was followed3>y Mr.
them of the danger not alone, but of the

shooting at

a

and from

transgression of Ordinance No. 53, of this
city,

under which

they are liable to be

fined from one to ten dollars.
•

While

in the

neighboringcity

Grand

Rapids recently we had the pleasure of
lielng

&

Co.

The tremendona increase of buslnesa of
house during the past year forced this

away

arount

the palm for

raising the most and the finest apples.
were shown samples of seven or eight

choice varietiesof apples by Mr. J. Dewell,

which were raised by the Salem farmers.

shown all through the large Whole We have

sale establishmentof Fox, Shields

ibis

here, Salem carries

We
of

all the differentlocalities

long been avyare that our

Salem

self through this colony every two weeks,

Williams* of Indiana, in

“rattling” speech, interspersed

number

of

jokes and

vocabulary

stories,

«

by a

His

stump

speaker; felt perfectly at home, and

made

is a

and

In opening this store we open the finest and
lamest Fnraunre store In Ottawa Co., and respectoar old VUWUMWW.*
customer* to com* and ex*
amine oar stock of goods, oonstsUng of the fines*,
and
best kinds of fhrniture to Ihe cheapen!,In
•
-SB «L- - I _ A _
a* 0 mmi V aaW.t
• hiding all the Iste-tstiles, snch as Bast Lake,
Queen Anne, etc., which we offhr at

I«IIT
fully-lUYUC
Invite

of which his

seemed incxhaustable.

was good; be

Ninth & River Streets.

vast

class

voice

Bate re-opened thetr extensive Furniturebuxlneaa, dosed by the big flra of 1871, on the comer o'

truly

first

many bard hits at the Greenbackers and
Democrats. His explanationof the relagressive, and were worthy all the attention of labor towards capital, and vut
tion our merchants could bestow upon
tena, was splendid and to the point, and
farmers were very prosperous

with the single exception of bis allusion

what
they failed to get by the sword”— which
we pronouncedemagogism— he closed a
good speech with a beautifulperoration.
We don’t hesitate to pronounce it the best
speech of the campaign. In the evening

to “the South trying to get by ttealth

the Greenbackers bold a large meeting at
the Union schoolbouse, and wete addressed
In

an eloquent manner by Mr. Sam’l D.

Grand Rapids. Judging
amount of speakers who have

Clay, of

UU,

(

™

pro-

room. In an annexed them, bat we must confess that tbeir apple
basement will be found their Spice Mills, crop astonishes us, and Mr. John Dewel),
and it may not be unpleasantfor our mus- or anybody else, who is able to draw (bat
crop ami Us consequent trade into this
ical fraternityto read that Mr. Wilbur F.
Dickerson, the dram mqjor of the 2nd city, deserves the thanks of the community
Reg’t Band, is engineer of this depart- at large. On Tuesday last no less than
ment, where he can be found every day. nineteen wagon loads of apples weye
'Fbe immense stock of goods constantly brought here in barrels,and the learns relieing received and shipped by this firm turned with a load of empty barrels. Apple
must be seen to be appreciated. Mr. Jas. raising Is looming up all over the United
Fox, the senior partner, makes a tour him- States,and has become an article of export
Last week one of the European steamers
linn to engage "Ogre

Wm.

Joslin &

A HEW STORE!
Breyman, ^ verbeek & co.

Watchmaker, | Jewelers, ^er5r
I

DEALERS IN

Sliver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

U^9*

A

W

Low PriceS
wo

now we can
Hating boagbt everything new

Bril
ivwc.
fell lower
with a small profit, than oldFistock can be told “at
cost.

A complete stock; come
see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietors

of

Planing

Mill,

Ail Kinds of Spectacles,

VnU Ltne

at Gold

Btrairlut Mi
Holland, March

SI.

Deal,
,etc.,

Promptly

1818.

the

IFHCHiariX

from

been
took out with her 4,671 barrels of apples the
and bis business tact, geniality and liber- from New York. Tills business is only in here, and those who are billed yet to speak
nlity makes him a tower of strength In IU birth for ibis region, and therefor we
before the 5th inst., Holland seems to be
ihe steadily augmenting business they are
them abu ndanMuccfM*inTh^utu re. ^ | quite a desideratum by politicians.
doing.

an«;

H.

W.

Bonaire, Mich. 4«ly

*M878.

I

THE SPELLING BEE AT ANGEL'S.

ing-drossof gray silk was neatly fitted her. There was nothing on the stran“ Why do yon tell me this?” she said,
and stylish. Tins lady was Agnes Carretreating haughtily, as he sought to
WFOBTKD BITBUTHrULJAMES.
roll, the niece and heiress of the
take her hand.
'Waltz (a, waltz in, yo little kida, and gather round
wealthy solicitor,Mr. John Carroll, who
“Aggie, Aggie,” cried Fanny Bell at
my. knee,
And drop them books and first pot-hooks, and hear lived in the stately mansion she had
No, Percy did not care to see him. the door. “ Will you show Percy those
a yarn from me.
just left.
Very likely he was some wandering engravings you told me about?”
I Un not sling a lalry Ufle of Jinny* fierce and wild,
len walk scamp, much beneath the notice of reAnd Agnes hurried off, and Harly
U tUlcl*rtat,anto decciVL‘ ‘
msed at spectablepeople. Percy Bell said this Morton turned to his silent contemplaBat, m from school yer driftin’by, I thowt you’d
an ex- in a polite tone, emphasized by the tion of tho cold heavens at the long
Ukb to hear
clamation of surprise. On the foot-path pleasantsmile in his light gray eyes, window.
•Of a *• Spellin' Bee” at Angel’s that we organized
last year.
a man was lying; his face was tumeu and he wondered very much why Miss
“To-morrow,” he said, “ I leave tliis
It warn’t made up of gentle kids— of pretty kids- away, and he was so motionless that Carroll was so haughty immediately
house forever.”
like you. •
Agnes fancied he was dead; and, hur- after and never offerea him her hand at
It was 3 o’clock before the last guest
Bat gents et lied their reg’largrowth, and some
riedly unclosing the gate, she hastened parting. He did not know that Agnes
enough for two.
had
departed and the house was still.
There woe Lanky Jim of Sutter'sFork, and, Bilson to him.
CarroU had been on the watch to meas- Mr. Carroll had gone to his room long
Evidently he had fallen headlong, for ure the soul of her admirer, and that
And “Wsk^Sb/^tho wore, that day, a kni
ago, but Harly Morton still stood at the
his clothes were in great disorder, and again her ideal lifted itself to an unapway of change.
window and watched the stars.
Ton start, fou little kids; you think these are not his hat crushed under the side of his
proachable height above him. Ho did
pretty names,
By and by the drawing-roomdoor unBut each had a man behind It, and-my name is head, which lay against the garden not know, he never knew, that after that closed and he saw Agnes come and
, Truthful James. .(.
fence. His face was pale Mid thin; his speech his star set from the heaven of
throw herself upon the sofa, and, putting
Thar was Poker Dick from Whisky Plat, and Smith hair and long unkempt beard were a Agnes Carroll’s vision. Unfortunate the cushion under her head, begin to
of Shooter's Bend,
bright brown, and his garments, though Percy!* He was handsome, well conweep violently^ There was no light in
And B»«m ot Calaveras-whichI want no better
much the worse for wear and very ill- nected and well-to-do in the world ; but
fdend.
the room save that which came from an
Three-fingered
Jack— yes, pretty dears— three fin- fitting, had once been of the finest ma- he hod never known what it was to go
open grate, but he could see that Agnes
terial. His shoes were old and much supperlessto bed— he had never grown
had not removed her evening dress, and
siugiar' tnj’ th,t a‘pp Yom, and Agnes could see that 1m had
thin and hollow-eyedwith hard study wondered what could be the matter. He
Jearsi end Clapp was no socks. As she gazed at the wretched
ana unremittingtoil— and so, as Agnes was about to make his presence
much to blame;
likewise was Jack, in after years, for shootin’ of outcast, a tear trembled in her eye and bitterly repeated to herself, she could known, when he was conscious of a
that same.
fell upon the haggard face over which J ot love him.
stealthy step in the hall. In a moment

*>r

t

knew that Agnes had married the man
whoprshe had loved for ten years— her
firs^, last

and only ideal.

1878.
Thlimr Mb. Fillowi attains
his weUht is 3U0 lb*., and
a boy of seventeen.

ttia

to fiftr yurt of aca;
health as perfect as when

The retrospecttbowa a life of exposure to hardship,
often to privation,to confinement and sedentary par.
mte, to neat mental and physical pressurennd depree.
aion, ouImlnsUnRIn PulmonaryConsumptionin the
rear 1864,which UlneM brousbt abont tho discoveryof
fellows’Hypophosphltes. A fall account of this case
is publishedIn Fellows' “ Medical Monthly," to be hud
fceeof all Drucfista.

i,

FELLOWS' HYPOPHOSPHITE8

•

IS A

CERTAIN RRMED7 FOR

CONGESTION OJFTHELUSGS,

&c.,

&c.

1 <

^TwtfTefy

she was bending; and then Agnes
walked bock to the house and sent some
of the servants out to bring him under

Mows^mjiiiiSynijByBipliosjliites
Speedily and permanentlycure* Congestion of the
Lungs, BronohiUs, Consumption, NervousProstration,
bhortness of Breath, Palpl ation of the Heart, Trerahllng of the Hands and Limbs, Physical and Mental
reaslen. Loss of Appetite.Lots of Energy, Lou of
lory. It will rapidlyimprovethe weakenedfunc*
i and organs of the body, which depend for health
upin voluntary, somi-voluntary,
and involuntarynervoik action.
••1th vigor, gentleness
and subtlety, owing to the
uiqiMsite harmony of its ingredients, akin to pure blood
l. -oifA lta taste pleasant end Ha effects permanent

BRQWH'g.BitowoMiai.
Troohm,

80METHIHB SEW
wanted in

fry

for

tor

coogn* and colds

AGENTS_ Women
Me° “3

village.Addreea Box 188, »

88, New York.
Perhaps it would be well for her to the door unclosed and a man entered.
Morton
could
see
that
he
was
muffled
nt
up
some
beggar,
and
bestow
her
pa-ame up to Pete's to have theii
When
usual fuu;
hkpd and fortune on him. Anything to to his eyes, and carried a dark lantern,
But we all sot kinder sad like around the bar room shelter.
HABIT & SKIN DISEASES.
et\rid of her senseless folly about and then, as Agnes became aware of the
Thousand* cured. Lnweet Prices.Do not
• stove
The stable-boy said he was drunk,
fall to write. Dr.F.B.Marsh, (juinoy, Mich.
Till Smith got up, p^rmiskiaa-liko, and this refly Morton, who had probably never intruder’s presence, she started np with
but Agnes felt qnite sure he was misought of her once since their paths a terrific shriek and rushed into the (1*0 E A A *M>»»TH-AefcNTSWANTED— 36 BEST
** Thar's a new game dovhi in Frisco, that.ez farezl taken ; the strangercould not be inebri•®U»n4 articles in tbe world; one sample
ad so widely diverged; and Agnes music room and cowered in the shad- VWVW/rev.
kin see,
Address Jay Bronson, Detroit, Mich.
ated, she said, and ordered them to
Beats euchre, poker and van-toon, they calls the
strove to put her troublesome thoughts ows. The man with the lantern stood
carry
him
in
and
give
him
a
comfortable
‘Spellin’ Bee.’”
to flight by taking her work to the sick in thought a moment and immediately
bed.
Then Brown of Calaveras simply hitched his chair
man’s room and, sitting down by the followed her.
When the doctor for whom sho had
alid spake: t'‘*<
“#ome, girl,” he said, grasping her
“Poker is good enough for me,” and Lanky Jim sent had arrived, he said Mias Carroll window, sewed and read by turns,
w talked to the nurse who was there, jpnlder, “hand over them rings and
sez, ‘-Shake!’’
And Bob allowed he warn’i proud, but he ‘-must was right. The man was not intoxi- imtil the shades of night came on and
racelets,and you’re all right. I locked
1
cated, but in the last stages of starvasay right thar
That the man who tackledeuchre hed his education tion, and.had fallen in the road out of the' dinner-bell summoned her down tie old gentleman’s door and the door
stairs. That night the doctor pro- f^>m the servants’ hall, and how in the
ThJsbro
iroughtUpLenuy Fairchild, the fichool-raas- pure inability to take another step.
ie of wonder you found out what|
ter. who saia
126 to $400— factoryprices—
When Mr. Carroll came Agnes told nounced his patient out of danger, and
* best honors— Mathuibek's soul*
He knew the game, and he would give instructions
under your bed I don’t know. Youl
•Agnes went no more to the sick-room,
him
of
the
occurrence,
and
made
him
squares— finest uprights in
on that head.
it screech all night and gain noth-l America-over1I,000te ns^rei^^ in cor^r*?«J*M /*“
promise that the poor man need
^or old round of duties,
>f
>" if
lilt a sorp thrnnt,
Co.— Pianos sent on trial— 4I- page Catalooukfrze.
“Fbr instance, take some simple word,’' sez he, leave the house uitil fully recovered, h6r bW Wenearty forgot him,
iui a sort
j Mpdelbuohm riAHVJ
Piako VAJ.g
Co., *21E.
16th DUTOV,
Street. Jl.
N. Y.
*
A Cu ftOUl
X
“like ‘separate,’
and
that,
if
he
could,
he
would
assist
I
unt!llie.r
u“le
introduced
the
subject.
Mow who can spell Hf” Dog my skin ef thar was
«A80N 4 HANILIN CABINET ORGANS
“My dear,” he said, “I have been talkone in eight.
him to some other way of life than
This get the boys all wild at once. The chain was
g to the stranger invalid, and find that jewels from his unresistingvictim,
that which had brought him to their
vii.: At Paris, 1867; Vienna. 1871. _______
____
\e is quite a gentleman. He has studied when he found himself caught in a Philadelphia,1876; Paris, 1878; and Grand Swedish
And ^ .the ,hei& was Lanky Jim, and at the foot ‘gate.
Gold
Medal,
1878.
Only
American
Organs
ever
awardla\ and I don’t know but that I shall powerful grasp, overpoweredand bonnd ed highest honors at any such. Bold tor cash or InsteU.
Having gained her uncle’s promise,
the bar itself the school-master was
take him into the office. Besides, he is before he could recover his wits. Harly meats. Illustrated Catalog des and Olrcnlan,with
raised.
which she knew would be kept, Agnes
And the bar-keepput his glasses down, and sat again dressed and set out for her long- from Ashville.”
Morton did his work quickly and well,
and silent gazed.
“Ashville?” repeated Agnes, with sud- and pinioned the burglar with the
delayed walk. Before she had gone far
The first word out was “ parallel,”and seven let it sho was met by h young gentleman, who den interest. “I should like to know heavy cord of the lace enrteins,which
' ne.
about some of my old friends in Ash- he was carelessly drawing between his
Till Joe waltzed in his double “1” betwixt the “ a” stopped her when he saw her, and reville ; I wish you would ask him to din- fingers when Agnes entered the drawand ** o;’’
marked :
Toe, since bo drilledthem Mexicansin San Jacinto’s
ThouMnd^nnunlaareuuw!y?arrini(Mcau^iMi!e
“I was on my way to coll on you, ner, uncle, if he has anything to wear. ing-room.
inability of mothera to furnishproper nouilahment. Du
object as he
Thar warn't no prouderman got up than Pistol Joe Miss Carroll,” turning and walking Such a wretched-looking
By this time Mr. Carroll had forced not fall te o*e Ridge’* Food. ____
that night—
was ! I am anxious to see how much a open his door, and hurried to the scene
along by her side.
TH1 “ rhythm” came. He tried to smile, then said,
good
bed and care and food have done of action. The burglar had left a coarse
“How is your mother to-day, Mr.
they had him
. ..
An Infallible and unexcelled remedy tor
And Lanky Jim, with one long stride, got up and Bell?”, asked Agnes as. they walked for him. It was certainlya strange sack in the hall, containing the most
FIU, Epilepsy or Falling Hickuee*.
look his chair.
plight for a gentleman. Has he told valuable of the silver plate he had found
Warranted to effect a speedy and
along.
Jte FKIOrANKNT euro.
O littleTfids: my pretty kids, ’twas touchin’ to sur
“Quite well, thank you. We are ex- you his story?”
in tho dining-room,and, had he been
I I || MM
“A free bollle^of my
1
m renowned
Specific and a
satisfied with that, ho might have got
pecting
my
sister
home
from
school,
and
“No,
he
only
said
he
came
from
Ashi
j
I
JMk
valuable
Treatise sent to
These bearded men, with weppings on, like schoolI
MB
any
rufferer
sending mo his
she is all excitement.’’
boys at their play.
ville, and was in search of employment. off safely. But he was tempted to enter
Posteffioeand Kxpressad.
TbeyM laugh withglte, and shoat to'see each other
dress.
“Fanny
will be quite an addition to He was robbed on his way here, and Agnes’ room, and had just time to seload the van,
Dr. H. O. ROOT, 183 Pearl Street, Net> Yotte
says that he should, doubtless, have dreto himself when Agnes, who had reAnd Bob sat up as monitor, with a cue for a rattan, our circle this winter.”
Till the Chair gave out “ incinerate,"and Brown
“Yes. By the way, Miss Carroll, will died had we not found him as we did. I mained iu the parlor a long time after
said he’d bo dinned, , r
1
her other guests, came into her room
IN
Jl any such blamed word as that In school wes ever you lend your assistance in getting up believe I will invite him to dinner.”
learned.
those tableaux for onr fancy fair?”
Accordingly, when Agnes came to the imd sat down before her dressing glass,
PEOPLE’S EDITION.
and,
in,leaning
auiiij-, iici
her head
mull upon
UIM»U IJt;i
her UUllllr*,
hands, I 0
“I am sorry, Mr. Bell, but my time is parlor before dinner she found the cm
"When “phthisl*”czme they all sprung up, and
vowed the man who rang
so fully occupied that I cannot under- stranger there ; her uncle was with him, was buried deep in thought,when, at the
Another Mamed Greek word on them be taken out take to be anything more than a specfoot of her bed, which was jnet alongpnc“'
and, as Agnes entered,he said
and hung.
“My dear, permit me to present Mr. side of her glass, she saw a strangedown again I saw in Bilson’s cyo a tator.”
AGENTS
*™"*,*°*
Mr. Bell was evidently disappointed,
Upon my word,”
he exclaimed, looking sack, and beside it a man’s boot
• --Oolpxbian Boot Co., Hartford, Conn. Chicago. Din
And Brown ql Calaveras was a-twlstiu'his musprotruding from beneath tho bed. It
and left Agnes at her gate with a part- “I never asked your name !”
tache,
And when at last Brown slipped on ‘•gneim” and ing request that she would call when
. HUNrs
H
“It is Harly Morton. It may be that was in the glass she saw them, and, with
Bilson took iila chaif.Tl '
?
THE GREAT , . |L
a thrill of terror, she rose up and stole
she
heard
of Fanny Bell’s arrival.
your
niece
remembers
me.”
He dropped some casual words about some folks
Agnes, when she entered the house,
who dyed their bale,
Agnes looked into his face, and laid down to the parlor ; and, remembering
inquired after the strange man. He her cold hand in his. She did remem- tho presence of Harly in the music
mi ve remedy for D rop*y and all diwaw, •(
was still in a stupor, she was told, and ber him, for the long beard and un- room, was about to seek him when she
Bat Poker Dick remarked that he would wait and they were afraid that he would die. kempt locks were gone, but oh! how was overcome by her excitementand
cured thousand*. Sverj bottlewsrrsntcd. 8«t>dtoW.
get his turn;
terror, and threw herself npon the sofa,
Then with a tremblin’ voice and hand, and with a Agnes stole np to the room where he changed ! Thin and pale he had always
wanderin’ eye.
lay, above the servants’ hall, and her been, but he was ghostly now— a mere hoping he would come out and speak to
The Chair heat offered“ eider-duck," and Dick be- heart gave a great throb of pain and shadow of the olden man.
her. AU this she told afterward,but,
gan with “ I,”
Agnes had never, in her wildest imagi- when the police arrived with the mesAnd Bilson smiled—then Bilson shrieked.Just pity as she gazed on the white face and
TO* YOU$G FOLKS
how the fight begnn
shrunken fingers of the poor fellow.
nations, dreamed that her first love senger whom Mr. CarroU had sent for,
OMJr50CTl.AYEAR
I never knowed, for BUion dropped and Dick he
His old garments had been replaced would be cast helpless and broken down then the robber knew that aU was over,
PAD. 16 PAGES COLORED
moved up one. IDMOTM PLATES ETC.
by a clean and comfortable dressing- at her feet; she always had pictured and his night’s work undone by Agnes’
Then certaingents arose and said “ they'd business
MEtvniiAUvwiuKaftNa
gown, and the room was warm and sun- him as a rising power in the world, as opportune discovery.
down in camp.”
AGENTS
WANTED
IN
And “ ez the road was rather dark, and cz the night shiny, but; it mattered little to the un- esteemed and honored for his goodness
At his trial he confessed that he had SEND £3dSIAMP3 FOR COPY &TERfte TO A6ENTS
was damp,
conscious waif over whom she bent. and talent; and now he sjood before her stolen into the house during the bustle
They'd"— here got up Threc»FingeredJack, and
Agnes had not always been the rich and a failure,his life-work yet untouched. of the entertainment, and, after the
locked the door and yelled:
“So, not one mother'sson goes out till that thar petted heiress;time was when she, too, She drew her hand away, and coldly- supper-table was deserted, he helped
word is spelled
f /
OR. CRAIG’S KIDNEY CURE !
himself to every article he fancied. His
Bat, while the words were on his lips, he groaned had known want, and care, and toil, and kind sho sat down to entertain him.
and sank in
had been friendless and forsaken of all
She went to dinner in a sort of dream, sack was weU laden, and doubtless he
And sank with Webster
ebeteron his chest and Worcester
R*frr byjptcialptrmUjrion to K*?. Dr. J. K. Rankin,
but
God.
This
was
all
ended
years
ago
;
and
listened to the story he told in a would have escaped had he been satis- Wuhlnctofi.
on his brain.
D. 0.:G. T. Hasten. M.D., Nawten, Books
but the sight of the stranger carried dazed way. It was certainly a pitiful fied with its contents.
Below the bar dodged Poker Dick, and tried to look her back to her girlhood, and the friends
K.?;
Harly Morton left the house as he hod Cfiarlotte, N. Yj lion. 0. R. Parsons,present Majror °«
tale ; and Mr. Carroll promised to help
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Ask
your
druggist
Send
for
pantof
whom
she
had
lost
sight
when
her
Wro huntin' tip authoritiesthet no one else could
him, which he did by taking him into resolved. To all Mr. CarroU’s entreaties
uncle found her and bora her away to his office as managing clerk, and letting and Agnes’ profferedthanks he said
And Brown got down behind the stove, allowin’ he, his stately home.
“I only did my duty as you did yours
“was cold,”
him sit at his table and converse in his
There
was one she remembered most parlor.
when
you found me at the gate, home^fuHed-4, ^ ^0WD *e*B ^ clnder8 fr®«lj
of all, a poor, struggling,law-student,
less
and
starving. It’s only Heaven’s
AteM several gents called “ Order!” till, In his simAnd Mr. Morton was gentlemanly,
half-starvedand half-clothed, who supmercy that I was saved from the burnand
kept
his
place,
never
presuming
on
.*fftoor Hmith 'bf-L'an with “0” “R"— “or”— and he
ported an invalid mother from the mis«a* dragged away.
his old acquaintance with Agnes — never ing. Beholding heaven, yet feeling heU,
erable pittance earned as a copyist ; but
seeking to build the old friendship be- I have been during my stay in this
- O, BCOe kida, mf ptntty kids
down on your knees not all the penury and want which was
house, and I feel that duty and self-retween them.
and pray!
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Toa're got your cddlcttion in a peaceful sort of his daily portion could disguise the fact
Percy Bell and Fanny came to see
way;
that ho had talent, and would rise in the
And bear in mind thar may be sharps ez slings world if the laborious life he was leading Agnes often, and Agnes returned their
their spelTftr square,
visits. She was quite as friendly to
Bit likewise slings their bowie-kniveswithout a did not kill him ; and in Agnes Carroll’s
thoughtor care—
eyes he was a hero to be worshiped at Percy Bell now as before the entrance
~ Von wants to know the rest, my dears ? Thet’s all
of Harly Morton upon the scene; and
a distance.
la me yon see
that gentleman’shopes were again in
'The only gent that lived to tell about thet Spellin’
They had been friends— nothing the ascendant, and he cenainly made an
Bee!
more. The blue eyes and prematurely
He ceased and passed, that truthful man; the chil- old face of the young girl had found no agreeablecontrast to the ghostly, hollowdren went their way
!

With downcast heads and downcast hearts— but not
i

sport or pla

£K.

Bbr when
sn at
at eve
ps were lit, and supperless
to bed
Eeeh child was sent, with tasks undone and lessons

unsaid, V
Ho man might know
nil

tho awful woe that thrilled
their youthful frames.
An they dreamed of Angel'sSpellingBee and thought
of Truthful James.
— Bret Harts, in Xovember Scribner.

the misery of hopeless poverty and ^usable to his employer.
hopeless love combined he,’ at least, was
One night Agnes gave a
spared.

spect alike command my departure.”
An English VeterinarySurgeon and Ohara Ut now travin this country says that most of the Horse and
He went, but not to stay lone, for eling
Catue Powders sold here are worthleaatrash. He says
one day there came to him a note which tbrt Sheridan'sCondition Powders are absolutelypore
and immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will make
read as foUows
bens lay like Sheridan'sCondition Powders. Dose, on*
:

Mb. Morton :

Will you come to me and finiab
the story you were telling me when Fanny Bell
intorruptedus tho night of the party?

teaspoonful to one pint food.
So/d eoerytehere, or tent bn matt for rbfht Utter it amps.
L S. JOHNSON A 00.. Bangor, Mato*-

Aonkh Carroll.
Harly Morton went, and the story, no
doubt, was long and interesting, for Mr.
CarroU hud to take his tea alone, and
Agnes astonished him by walking into
the library where he was dozing over
his papers and saying
:

large party.

Uncle, permit me to inform you
It was her 26th birthday,and she laugh- that this gentleman, who styles himAnd Agnes CarroU went away to her
for Siigii Classes,
ingly told her friends that it was the in- solve ‘ a brand from the burning,’ is,
good fortune with the good wishes and
angnral ball other old maidenhood,and from henceforth, my exclusive propBy A. N. Johnson,to a book of admirable simplicity
a warm pressure of the student’s hand,
and dearness of expliuiMion,and Is indorsed by
she meant it to be a success. And a suc- erty.”
practical Singing School teachersas of the best. 77
that was aU ; she and all women but his
AT THE GATE.
Airs for practice, 40 Hymn Tunee, 16 Anthems, and
cess it was. Fanny and Percy Bell were
^Mr. CarroU was quite satisfied, and
mother were as mere shadowBonthe
24 Glees and 4-P*rt Bongs, all intimatelyunited with
there, and so was Harly Morton.
tbe in tractions, forming n perfectend easy Method
made Harly Morton his partner; and
Tt was a bright day in early Novem- waU.
for teaching the Notes. Tbe moderate price to in
Agnes unbent on the occasion and
tu favor. Fries 00 cfs., or $0 pur dozeu.
'ber, with clear sktea and a very keen
Sho went away and forgot him, for danced with him once ; then refused to ho and Agnes were married quietly, and
the
first
intimation
their
dear
500
friends
breeze rustling the few many-colored she was young, and life offered her dance any more that evening, and dereceived of the turn aflairs had taken CMe’sHamoiicSclioolforlliiiOrpD,
leaves clinging to the trees along the many delights, but she meaftored all voted herself to her guests.
was the marriage notice— no cards— in
men
by
the
idol
of
her
girlhood,
and
atreets of the fine old country town. A
By WM. H. Clarke, to a new and magnificent InJust before supper sho came across a
ftroctlon B.*k tor those who wish to pi ly the Org m
the local paper.
it, genteel-looking street,lined though she knew that he had never
(Pipe orKeed)In Church, is full of fine muslo for
gentleman in the shadows of the depracticeor euievment, forinta tiuito for the best
And Percy Bell said to Fanny: “I
cored for her, and that at last his mem“

JoWsMeM

.

'•

serted drawing-room, and, tapping him
ory was indifferent to her, yet, strange- on the shoulder, she playfully said:
forth with a slow step, as if her ly, aU men fell short of her standard, “And whom do I find playing the wallonly object was to enjoy as much as and eight years after sho was 25 and flower?”
possible of the bright sunshine and the stUl Agnes Carroll.
m ___
xr
t> 11
started back ere the words were
cfeHr and healthy air.
“ ter' WlT^r'
f<>r ‘he gentlemtm turned a
cMnetoteU Agnes that lua sister Fan- face of unutterable agony toward her,

,,

s
Z“C7e'

lexion was in perfect harmony
the rosette of bine velvet on tho
of her round hat; and her walkV-:-.

?I1

kind of Organ Mosio,and has the onli)ne and apodal

suppose she would have married me if
merit of preparingtee learner to compose and extemporise Interlude*and Volunteriee,m well as to
I had been fonnd tipsy at her gate and
play them. Price $3.00.
captured a burglar.”
“To be sure, Percy. If you ever
Tie Musical Recorl,
take a fancy to a woman like Agnes
The Weekly Mosio*! paper of the coantry! D
Dexter
again, you must starve yourself tiU you
SMITH, Kditiir. "All Music Teachers need It. 6 eta.
per copy, $2 per year. SIS PW of music per
are pale, and then break your neck,
year.
“otol(lllimIth.e,,8to^,of “d sho saw that it was HLrly Morton. if you can do so without killing yourAny
Book mailed poet fren for Retail Price.
° *7’ ,
CarroU,” he cried, “I love a self.”
A®.’!** now dangerously lady who is as far above me as yon cold
“I’ll remember yonr advice,” said
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
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Percy, dryly; and the subject was
dropped, and neither of them ever

Co.,

C. II. Dltson At
$43 Broadway, N.

Y.

J. E. Ditoon At Co.,
988 Obeetow* SA. Pbfla-

• day to Agent* to eel I a Household ArtM*
Though Khaking Like an A*pen Leaf
ous and illustrious future than has been
Addreae
to.* MAnoo.Obihk
With the chills anti fever, the victim of malaria
seen in the past. — Congressman John may still recover by using the celebrated speWhat May Ensue During the Next Seven F. House, of Tennessee.
cific, Hostetter’sStomach Bitters,which not
Years— A Period of Sufflringar.d Death.
only breaks up the most aggravated attacks,but
preventstheir recurrence. It is infinitelypref[From the Science of Health.]
Mrs. Hittle’s Muscle.
erable to quinine, not only because it does the
If there is anything in “astrological
Bacine can now come out and claim business far more thoroughly,but also on acM a*e.
criology,” we are approaching one of the one of the pluckiest, if not the pluck- count of its perfect wholesomoness and invigo— CTLTjmATZD
most pestilential periods of earth’s his- iest, little women in the State. Her rating action upon the entire system. Testimony
is concurrent,positive and ample, showing the
$1(1 to $1000
tory. . Since the commencement of the name is Barbara HitUe, and she lives
decisive nature of its effects,and that it is no
Christian era, the perihelia of the four on the west side of the city. Barbara mere palliative.Physicians concede its excelgreat planets of the solar system — Ju- has always been noted among the neigh- lence, and there is a constantinflux of commurom persons in every class of society
piter, Uranus, Saturn and Neptune— bors as being a woman of wonderful nications from
its merits, and Induing witnessto its
have not
is courage and
jjttve
uui* been coincident. But this
-***piUCK, but
out she
Hue never brought
uruugui;
md pluck,
rover other remedies for malarial
A GOOD WILL or $50 u made m <m»
about to occur, and, in the language of it into play
pW and
and made
made aa norome
horoine cof her- _ __ It is especially popular throughoutthe
(U7 with our 4 foot WELL AUOER. Augov
TV_
V
— 1.,* tva/ioA flio hiofnrv
.. V-. •
•
1a
_l ______
_ West wherever fever and ague prevails, as it
Dr. Knapp, who has traced the history self until Friday night, when she w on a
A .SL’:;Ebelief fob tue sufferer.
Book
W. GILEE, «L Louie, Mot
of the greatest epidemicsthat ever af- victory over two strong tramps. It does in many of the fairest ana most fertile porWigs and tt*
tions of that vast region.
Joweirytoorder. MnlUfomaaod
oroa and Warn
flicted the human race to the perihoha seems tramps, beggars, etc., have been
of any description.Largest stock
West Send for prioa-llat H-O. fraaSSl
of these planets, there will soon be very annoying of late in the neighborAre Fat People Healthy?
A 00., 1211 State Street, OBICa
plaining?
asks
“lively times for the doctors.” The the- hood
____ where
________
re thic lady referred to resides,
_
_____
_
______
_______
popular
though
ory is that when one or more of the but never tried to force tilings until on some one
erroneousnotion that health is synonymouswith
large planets is nearest to the sun, the the evening above mentioned, when two
fat Fat people complain because they are dison 1 do*, cards for 86 eta. 3 dor. Meta fijodplsfosato
temperature and condition of our at- burly ruffians made their appearance at eased Obesityis an abnormal condition of the
mosphere are so disturbed as to cause Barbara’s house, and asked for some- system,in which the saccharine and oleaginous
Troy, M. x»
injurious vicissitudes,terrible rains, thing to eat. They were invited in and elements of the food are assimilated to the partial exclusion of the muscle-forming and brainprolonged droughts,etc., resulting in the a nice supper set before them, of which producing elements.In proof of this, it is only
Wa will pay Agents a Salary of 91 DO par month and
eX|mni
i|>Mni«a,orallow a large commission, to sell oar aow
destruction of crops and pestilences they partook freely. When they had necessaryto assert the well-known fact that exnnd
ml
wonderful
w
......... Inventions.
H’s wfun wAel we eap.
l?th
ccnturT*by
lit vvuiuit
ujr ^r.^wTlflam*
A/r. liiuii* Grace, Bur^^lii'king
--•-o
among human beings and domestic ani- finished they did not thank the kind- cessively fat people are never strong, and sel- James*
uinule free. Address
armv. Through It*
army.
Us agency ho cured thousdom distinguished for mental powers or activity. ands of the most *erlous •ores and wounds that ^llM0Mf.Tl>R.>I^d.drC’O.,Marika!!. Mlefc.
mals.
hearted lady for her favor, but proceeded Besides, they are the easy prey of acute and baffled (ho skill of the most eminent physician# of
TRUTH IS MIGHT 1
“
Dr. Knapp has collected a mass of to take improper liberties with her. epidemic diseases, and they are the frequent his dav, nnd was regardedby all who knew hlnY a*
a public benefactor.
res
Hk ire
w. ^*<0,
WM, --ta. rf W-statistical data, all going to show that Did she call for help when the villains victims of gout, heart disease and apoplexy.
Wrk •» Wit. M-i w
• reret
— »* lauialaof
Allan’s Anh-Fat is the only known remedy for
perihelion data have always l>een marked did so? Oh, no. She merely grasped
CURES
this disease. It contains no acid, is alwolutely
by unusual mortality, and that sickness a large oak club that was lying near by, harmless,and is warranted to remedy the most flesh worxDfl,ntozEX uns, salt KHttm, cniLBLAnre,
BOIU*. I1HEAST. HOUR UIM, ERYSIPELAS. lUXOWOBMH,
and death have invariablycorresponded and with the first blow she knocked one confirmed case of obesity, or corpulency.
CAUUflBZEiSCALD HEAD, CHAPPED HANDS,
$10°
NOVfcLTIES
FELON.'.
CANCERS,
BURES,
with the planets in perihelionat the of the fellows senseless on the floor, and
ULCERS,
HO RES,
HU A LOS,
still assert that Dr. Graves’
BHINULE8,
same time. The revolution of Jupiter mauled the other fellow unmercifully,
KTINOH,
WOUXM,
Outfit Free iwsa.
WEKH,
ras,
KE8TERH,
round the sun is accomplished in a lit- until he begged piteously for mercy, and
J. H. BUFKORD’J SONS. Manufacturing Pnbfebm*
FRECKLES,
ABC
ESA,
I'lLEH,
141 to 147 fcranklln Street, Boston,Atiaa.
BOILS,
SPRAINS,
BUHtOKS,
tle less than twelve years, of Saturn in the brave little woman ceased to beat
Establishedw trly tllly years.
WHtTLOWE,
CUTS,
BITES,
could let no raltaf from anj phyaloltn. She waa
TAN,
a little less than thirty years, and of him. Then she took the one she had and
BLISTERS,
WARTS,
dheapoBt Toy Lantern to Beat Btereottiooc
also troubled with great nerrouanesa at certain Interalao
SCURVY,
CORNS,
PIMPLES,
rale, arising from fieart Dbeaee. 1 archaaed acme of
Neptune in about 1G4 years. If it be knocked senseless and dragged him out theHRART
REGULATOR, and ahe obuned great ITCH, ISOKOWTXO NAILS, KETTLT. RASH, MOSytTTOAND
FLEA BITES,SPIDER MINUS,
true, therefore, that the perihelia of of doors, where she soused him with a relief. The nee of the HEART REGULATOR gare
her immediate relief from all sinkingof the iplrlU, and
And al' cutaneous diseases and eruptions generally.
these planets occasion atmospheric con- pail of slops that was standing near by, she would not be without it at ary time.
Sh« would gratefully recommendthe HEART
ditions unfavorable to life, pestilential which soon brought him around, and he REGULATOR
to any one troubled with the Heart
Catalogue Free
Outfits WahtedI
PRICE 25 (TENTS A DOX. BY MAIL 35 CENTS.
Disease,
and
periods should occur once in a dozen left in
a
hurry,
as
his
companion
had
111
- --- -----------( — -----»- advise them to try It as a safe and cer
years, and aggravated and wide-spread done, previously; If there is another | u n r<me Joshua t. Kendall. Concord, n. h.
Throe dozen Boxca (1-1 gross), will be Mufica? ManreL {
epidemics at longer intervals. In trac- woman who could have done better than | Bond your name to F. K Ingalls, Concord, sent TO PEDDLERS, STOREKEEPER!*,
DRUGGISTS, (expresengopaid), on receipt
ing the history of epidemics for more
oi 84.00— about eleven cents a box.
than 2,000 years, Dr. Knapp finds the like to hear
For sale by druggists at 50 cents and $1 per
Daily and Weekly, Quarto,
bottle.
facts in all cases to validate the theory. Sentinel.
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Thus, in the sixth, and again in the sixBOSTON, MASS.
It is astonishingwith what rapidity
SETH W. FOWLE A SONS,
teenth centuries, three of these planets
HU Strength Saved His Life.
80 HARRISON AVENUE,
ulcerous sores and eruptive maladies are cured
BOSTON, MASS.
were coincident in perihelion, and those
On Thursday afternoona workman by Henry’s Cabbouc Salve, an external antivnried ImUm and requimnonM of (ho homo circle. All
were the most pestilential times of the in Messrs. Laird, Norton & Co.’s saw 1 dote to unhealthy conditions of the skin which
tlio foreign and local new* publishedpromptly.
1 is preferredby physiciansto every other prepaChristian era.
mill, named Joseph Mitchell, saved ration containing* the carbolic element It is
Dally Transcript,81 0 per annum In advance.
But soon we are to have, for the first himself from a frightfulaccident. He undoubtedly the finest antisepticand purifier
(6 coplo* to one addreae, $7.50 per
annum In advance.
time in 2,000 years, all four of these was at work on one of the edgers when extant It acts like a charm on purulent erup- 9
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planets against us. They will Ve at their his sleeve caught in a “live roller,” and at rheumatism and sore throat All Druggists
BEND POB SAMPLE COPY.
The Antidote to Alcohol Found at Laat.
nearest approach to the sun in, or soon once the garment was rapidly drawn sell it
after, 1880, so that for a few years, say into the machinery. Mitchell saw at a
REMEDY
The Boston Advertiser has a column
for Intemperance.
It dafrom 1880 to 1885, the vitality of every glance the impending danger. He
cUaoore end builds an
of
reports from the manufactoriesof
ell
Drilling,
Boring,
living thing will be put to a severe and braced himself, and, by main force,
New England, which show’ that mills
Mineral Prospectingand Quarrying Toole.
trying ordeal. Some persons think they stood there while his clothes were absothat have been shut down are everycures evert kind of rEVKR, Dybpepbiaand Toosee, in the signs of the times, evidences lutely torn from him, even to his boots
Highect
.xiMUEriiw Bwm
award
u my
at Ont«nnUl
v^iiwjuua***
Exhibition.^
8«ud for
y of tue Lived. Hold by ell dmgalsU. 4 1 per
where starting up, while other mills pictorial catalogueand price-llat,fra*. Agent* wanted. PIDITY
..... j. Pamphleton
Alcohol.IU Effects on the HeBottle
of the great disasters in the immediate and stockings, leaving only a strip of his
§20 per day guaranteed.Hand , bonldera and rock
nandled. Addreaa, PIERCE WELL EXCAfuture. The excessive heat, the unex- pantaloons,about six inches wide, at his are doubling their time and employing eufflr
FATHeI?
M^VlIEW^'F.MP^A^E^Alf'fiA^^VATOR CO., 4906 Kim Are.. Philadelphia,Pann. _____ FAUTURING 00 lift Bond HU, Nsw York.
ampled cold, the prevalence of flood and ankle. It all occurred in less time than new hands. The Advertiser's reports
indicate a great revival of manufacturdisasters at sea, the general failure of it takes to tell it, and the men in the
' na» proven
the potato crop, the widespread chill mill stood horrified at the sight. When ing industry.
J in .l/'ttVom
fever among human beings, and the Mitchell got through the fearful ordeal
The Chicago Ledger is the only
Imrnireor Imvoveriy reI
I
ished Blood, sn ficrofequal prevalence of the epizootic among he was as pale as a ghost, and great liable Story Paper published in the West, and
uln, Rheumatism, Ulis sold for half the price of Eastern papers of
coroua Sorev, Whlto
animals, are mentioned as among the beads of perspiration stood out upon
the same kind Three specimen copies sent to
elllnge. Bone D^evre.cto. InvaluableIn Genpremonitions of the rapidly-approaching his face. He had escaped with only a any address for ’Ten Cents. Address The Bn
eral Debility and dtsaasesof debility of Uw aaed.
A rich syrup, containing no injuriousingredients.
slight bruise, but the case would un- Ledger, Chicago, III
perihelion.
No other Remedy has received such encomiums.
doubtedly
have
been
much
worse
had
Sold
by all Druggists.
Well, “ to be forewarned is to be foreLast winter we warned our readers
armed.” Accidents excepted, we know he not been a man of great physical againstbuying the large packs of worthless
WAENEE BBC'S COSSETS
rerrlvtfl tin? Illslii-.lModal ai the r» rut
____________
and cattle powders, and, as it is now time
very well that the persons of more vig- strength.— Winona (Minn.) Republi- horse
to begin to use them, we again urge them not to
PARIS EXPOSITION,
orous constitutionsand more hygienic can.
nvrr all Anirricau cnmpttltnre.
Tholr
throw away their money. Sheridan'sPowders
habits will have the best chance to surPLBXIIILK HIP CORHKT (Its Bimrt)
are strictlypure, but we know of no others that
How a Negro Caught a Turtle,
nil with prrfrrtesse, eml I* w*svive whatever adverse influences the
are.
BiNTKU not to hresli Jo wn ovrr the hips
A negro man was fishing in the PatauTheir HEALTH COBRKT with Its ImParsons’
s’ Purgative
Pur
Pills maka N
New Rich Blood,,
extraordinaryperihelia will occasion. It
proved Rust.ienow s freatrr favorite and will
An Established Remedy. —“Brown’s
--com
impletely change tbs blood In tb* entirew*.
la creek, when he hung a huge turtle in
thin ever. Their NUKSINO CORSET Is
is well known to physicians that, in all
tem in
tn thro*
thr months. Any person who will take 1 ptik
th* delight of every mother.
Bronchial Troches” are widely known as an
each night from l to 11 weeks may be restoredto soond
nm*.
pestilences,plague, typhus, small-pox, the mouth with a small perch hook. He
For Irby all leading mrrrhanta.
health, If such a thing bepoesible. Sold mry»A«rs,ew
managed
to raise the turtle’s head part- establishedremedy for Coughs, Colds, BronWARNER
BROS.,
Ml
Broidvij,
N.T.
rent by Mod /or steSTTsffrrWdSUNL
cholera, murrain, etc., the intemperate,
L 8. JOHNSON Too.. Bangor. Maine
ly out of the water, and held him in chitis, Hoarseness, and other troubles of the
the dissipated, and those whose sanitary
LiC H
N N
that position, with his mouth open, un- Throat and Lungs. 25 eta.
"
conditions were bad, furnished the victil several gallons of water had run
tims.
A cough or cold taken between now
down his throat. The turtle then
We do not write to alarm anyone, nor dropped its head over to one side, and aud Christmas frequentlylasts all winter. This
is certainly the case with people who have weak
Is the Deaf, Latest Improved, and most Thorto make a sensation. Readers can judge
oughly Couatrncted
the negro, thinking he had drowned it, lungs. The most convenient, reliable and inIt contains67S floe histories! engravingsand 1209
for themselves what importance to attach
expensive remedy is Johnson's Anodyne Linijumped into the creek. Ho caught the
ment.
It
is
to
be
used
internally
and
externally.
to the subject. That the conjoint periturtle by the tail, put it between his
helion of all the large ^ planets of the
Familiaritywith the writings of the great
teeth, and held on to it while he cut a
Chicago, mpoets is a necessityto any one who wishes to
solar system, one of which, Jupiter, is
slit in two of the feet for hand-holds.
appear well in company. For 10c. wo will send
- IT’H A D1HGKACK
Ever Invented.It 1*
1,000 times as largo as the earth, must
He then started for the bank, but found a book of 100 selections from the beautiful meloFor any woman to wear stockN018FLE88.and hu more POINTS of EXCEIre
disturb our atmosphere and temperature
it a severe struggle, as the turtle would dies of Moore, the grandpoems of^ Bvron. and LENCE than all other Machines combined.
ings with boles in them whoa,
very considerably,is probable ; that this
igs of Bums, and 50 popular
IF" AGENTS WANTED In localities where we
hold to roots and branches of trees in the unequale *
obe oan dam them as rapidly so*
A Co., 915 Race street, Phila. are not represented.
disturbance must be injuriousto health
songs. DOS!
she can sew up a seam e* herthe creek. The negro finally got the
and life is certain ; and that these peCO.,
sewing machine. The darner
Fob upward of 90 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
turtle on its back and pushed it out of
esn be ordered of any maebia*
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
riods have hitherto been pestilential is
30 Union Square, New York.
the water. The turtle weighed seventy- with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
Agent; oosta only one deOs*.
a matter of record. How much we shall
Orange,
Man.,
Plttabnrgb.
Pa.,
Chicago,
seven pounds, and had a h^ad that of the stomach, relieveswind colic, regulates
Address R. M. ROSA Ream
III.. St. Lottie, Mo.
suffer during the next dozen or fifteen
4. Sun Building.New York
measured seven and a half inches across the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
years, depends very much upon how
whether amine from teething or other causes.
the top.— Lumpkin (Ga.) Independent.
An old and woil-tried remedy. 25 eta. a bottle.
nearly we live a life in accordance with
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London Churches.

•

Reconciliation.

In the next contest between the two
great parties they will divide upon Governmental policy, ai\d without sectional
animosity. Sectional hatred will be
eliminated from the contest. So far as
the South is concerned,*I am certain
that such will be the case. I cannot,
fellow-citizens, find it in

my

CHEW

There are 854 churches in London
and its suburbs. There is a daily celebration of the Holy Communion in 42
of them, a daily service in 243, a full
choral service in 271 and partly choral
in 240 others, and a surpliced choir in
355. In 115 churches Gregorian tunes
are used wholly or partly ; in 252 the
seats are free and open. In 4(33 churches
the surplice is worn in preaching ; in 35
Encharistic vestments are adopted ; incense is used in 14 ; in 58 altar lights
are employed, and in 41 there are unlighted candles on the altar. The enstw’ard position is adopted by the celebrant at the communion in 17 A churches
123 are open daily for private prayer;
floral decorations are introduced at 288,
and in 149 the feast of dedication is observed.

The Celebrated
“Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug
Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
Now York, Boeton and Chicago.

|

|

A thoroughly good Cabinet

1

heart to in-

dulge in feelings of mahee toward the
people of the North. When I witness
their magnanimous and general conduct
toward the Southern people I feel like
pulling off my hat and standing uncovered in their presence. Grander
than the victory of the Appomattox is
the victory won by the people of the
North in their noble, apd generous contributionsto the stricken and suffering
South. Upon that fated field, the South
Burrondered her sword. Within the
shadow of the dark wing of the pestilence; beside the new-made graves of
her' heroic sons and daughters ; with
bowed head and tearful eyes, she extends
her hand and surrenders her heart to
the generous and magnanimousNorth.
God’s own hand has bridged the bloody
chasm. Let not the ambition of man

seek to reopen the wounds and to rekindle the embers of sectional strife.

or ParOrgan is worth two poor ones. Mason A
Hamlin make the best The prices are a little

ler

;

:

The

________________ _________
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Send for Illustrated Catalogue*
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HoN. C. R. Parsons, Mayor of Rochester, was
radicallycured of Bright's Disease by Craig’s
Kidney Cure. Depot, 42 UniversityPlace, N. i.

to.

THEIR INSTRUMENTS

To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten
Brown’s Camphorated Sapona-

have a standard

value lu all the

the breath, use

LEADING MARKETS
OP THE WORLD!
Everywhere recognizedas the

i bottuh and^Mternally^for

IS

Sprains nnd Bruise**
Chilblains,Frost Bites, Stringhult, WindgoUa,
Scratches or Grease, Foot Rot in Sbeepv
Chapped Hands,
Foundered Feet,
Flesh Wounds,
Roup In Poultry,
External Poisons,
Chicked
_ Heels,
Sand Cracks,
Epizootic,
Galls of nil kinds,
Lime Back,
Sitfast,Ringbone,
Hemorrhoids or Pika,
Poll Evil,
Toothache,
Swellings, Tumors,
Rheumatism,
Garget in Cows,
Spavins, Sweeney,
Cracked Teats,
Fistuh,Mange,
Callous, Lameness,
Caked Breasts,
I Horn Distemper,
Sore Nipples,
Crmvnscab, Quit tor, Curb, Old So
Foul Ulcers, Farcy, Corns, Whitlows,
Abccss of the Udder, Cramp*, Boils,
Weakness of the Joint*
Swelled Legs,
Thrush,
Contraction of Muocks.

Nerehsat’s Gargling Oil Is the st.imlnrd
Liniment of the
« United
United States. Large size.

JOHN HODGE,

QAPONIFIEP

1847,and

S2

Sera

SI#

..flasreAt

Ii

the Old

FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.
Boltaad
anr axd bthxnqtb.
it is full yruanr
, ThS market hi flooded

the best ever

SAVE MOSEY, AMD

<

WATERS’
PIANOS AND ORGANS

one, and have ta*t contractedwith th* manufacturer
-or 10,000more. 6nr guarantee accompanies each Re1 rer. Cartridgesto fit themcon b* obtained at any

to

ore the best msd*- warranted for 6 yens ; and will be
trated Catalogues
Illustrated

ijgiSKTSs:
i*

uttuANS.which

___ _

BelUbU CanoentraUd Iy»

-yeTralo!
>hl» adulterated

iUsRMBi

of

AWARD

at

Sec’y.

In use. New Designsconstautljr.

____
HOHSWm

_

GOOD FOR

Bums nnd Scalds,

InsteHHH

1

Animal and White fer

FINEST

Best work and lowest prices.
$S- Send for a Catalogue.

_
__

for

Human Flesh.

OYER 80v000
Made and

twelve diamond weddings— the seventy Tn
fifth anniversary— have been celebrated Bites
r waa Introduced in
there, and three more are impending. n !<mo ^hiTaSdTt "bat
Uting if it was Ten Dollarsa
-- - No village of its size— it has 1,500 pop- Without It Thousands, of Oeitifloatesoaa
ulation— in all Europe has,’ it is said, so
“4U*Umany people who ascribe' their longevity
to simple habits, out-door exerciseand
steady occupation.

Gargling Oil Liniment)

IN TONE.

i

_______

mis

First Established ! Most Successful!

village of Kollmar, in Holstein,
is noted for the longevityof its inhab- IMPortant NOTiCE^Farmwn,Paul,
touts. It is not uncommon for persons Um and Others oaa parchaa* no remedy •qual to Dr.
to live there to be 95, 98 and even 100 I tobias* Venetian liniment, for u» rare of

make the Southern

______

J.ESTEY
& CO.
BRATTLEBORO, VT.

Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco.

a

___________________________ __

will you read when the eveningH grow long and cool? Did you ever read
the Best Family Paper in the United Htatea?
If not, send Ten Cents, and get throe specimen
copies. Address The Ledger, Chicago, III

0VEf\

1 isTMSr

ceous Dentifrice. Twenty-five cents a bottla

people more prosperous. With fraternity and haraony restored, this great urn V 9 UUV* AAV ax a*
country can march on to a more glori- fair profit is realized.

__ ____ii

What

WORLD

Yellow Wrapper

A Healthy Village.

Let us go into this great contest of 1880
without any of these elements of sectional bitterness. Of course, we will be
divided as to questions of Government
Immense quantities of apples are bepolicy ; but, with that element eliminated from the contest, the representative ing taken to Europe by the steamers.
from the South can stand upon the The surplus crop is very large, and
some Eastern farmers are feeding their
floor of Congress as the peer of an;
from the Northern States, and can loo cows with them, rather than ship them
to the material development of his own to market at ruling prices, which are $1
section, to the enlargement of commer- to $1-25 per barrel. Export shipments
cial relations, and

liigher than those of poorest organs, bnt it is
the end to obtain the best

much cheaper in

THE

the

..... .........

___________

ore

ITEW FIRM

larmcrs’ Column.

GRAY’S

Wholesale Dealers

Peach-YellOTrs.

A marked and agreeable peculiarity of
bis contagionis iU pronenesa
calities t<» steal

in

amne

away as quickly and

-

o

SONS,

tions of

Eastern Pennsylvania, for

It

to find a perfect-

We

when

from the same

source, it

have Jnst received a largo new stock of

Groceries,

Crockery,

Some

Flour

of the

Western papers inform us that yellows
a prospect of still greater

dearly

tire

germs

of the disease

it

employed

in

trimming immediately afier.
The usual remedies for destroyingfungi
of course, have a good effect on the

will,

the yellows. Sulphur, lime, potash,

known

applied to the soil has been

only

efit the trees, if

etc.,

to ben-

in the incipientstages

pf disease; but the best and only sure
treatment is the same heroic one

ns for

black-knot on the plum— cut and burn.
Only thus can the spread of the disorder
lie prevented.

When

PRICES ARE LOW.
-

for

may

—

n

--

A

All kinds of Ready

Made

Shirts— in-

finest

obtain a good crop
lot

of

neckties and collars, includingthe

Sultan Linen Collar

that yellows has

aW-tlie

a

with

Yeirft

patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too

i

Johnston's

Sarsaparilla

E. J. Harrington.

Ix

contend with. By arranging some light
covering to put over them while the room
and tin occasionalsyring-

la being swept,

ing in the bath tub, kitchen sink or else-

where implemented by sponging the leaves

BOOKBINDING!
The undersigned wixhex

A.

Muskegon, Sept. 3

my to plant health may be kept under.
Insects may be mainly kept off by hand
picking and a brush; if needed apply to-

a(

one o’clock in Hie afternoon,

ol said day, to pa.* the sum due on s ild mortgage
wi b inter, sr and costs in(! tiding an attorney fee
ol twenty live dollarsprovided fur u said mortgage.

Henry Weirich
N,>. 104 Monroe Street,

GBAUD

MIVHWAK.

BA BIDS.

The

finest Saloon
the City.

Choice Stock of

and
Lunch from

Cigars

Liquors.

10 to

1

1

o’clock

HENRY

a.

m.

WI ERICH.

GnAKD Rapids, Mich.

22- ini

I

THOMAS 11. BIOS

ELL.

Afot tgigee.

Lowing 4 Cross, Attorney for Mortgagee.

DTSFEPSIA,
And

Purifying the Blood.

for

This |in»pnrrUlo» Is compoundedwith
j,'n at cure, Irom the best .selected

CLOETING1I.

1875.

Dock, Stillingia, Dandelion,
Wild Cherry, and other
Valuable IDinedies.

GROCERIES.

which they may be fumigated with toA complete stock of Groceriesconstantbacco smoke. Over-watering kills more
plants than dryness. Pots in the house, on band. Our stock of sugars cannot be
especiallythe handsome glazed ones, beat.
should he provided with abundant drainNew Orleans, Sugar ................. 8c.
age-broken pots, cinders,oyster shells,
Extra C .............................
9c.
anything to make open layers at the botA .....
............................. 10c.
tom; then a layer of moss, to keep the

A Fresh Stock of

GROCERIES
offered to the Pnbl'c and will be sold Cheap

Is

Dated, Grand Haven, August 2d, 1878.

P

.

BO 0

and

A complete stock of
for Ladies’ and

always be found at

ies can

Boots and Shoes

Gentlemen.

full line of staple Grocer-

a

this Store.
Also,
Respectfullysoliciting a share of vonr trade,
you are invited to call and »ce for yourself.

Rubbers, Slippers

P.BOOT.

Joiixs roN & to
(

Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., ut a bargain

all

1878.

Insurance Notice.

Cheap Cash Store of

161 Jeffaiaoa Ave., Detroit, Mich.
by

Holland, Angnst 9.

at the

dcniixt*A Druggists,

k»i«|

,

BOOTS & SEOES. Tobacco and Cigars, Candies, Nuts,

Preparedonly by

ir.

T

OppositeH. Meyer & Co’s Furniture Store.

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow

arrange a box or barrel in

water,* or

ix-km-wh-'lgiMlto he tin* Ix-st and moxt
tvliuhli' |iri'|Mtriii;ounow prepim-d fur

cember, 1878,

LIVER COMPLAINT

inform hlx old friend*
and rcsidentx of llollundand vicinity that being ai
present located at Muskegon, he hax'inude arrangements with Mr. D. It. Mecngx.at llolland,at whore
store, on Rivet street, all job work for binding can
be left. I have purchaxeda new and completeline
of tools and stock and will furnish first-claxs work.
to

of all smooth-'eavedplants, tin* great ene-

bacco

ON DRAUGHT AT

-

De-

over-w-atering
to

-

i

uuiuerousto mention, at the

Plants.

principaldifficultiesthey have

WEIRICH’S

'

principal aud Interest the sura of one hundred and
eleven dolluis and filly five cents ($.11.55). and no
suit or i. rowed lug at law or equity having been iu
stunted to recover aula debt or any part thereof;
Aom\ therefore,Xoli e i# heitby given, that b, virtue of a power of sale contained iu said mortgage aud llte Mamie in Mich case made and. pro
vitied,thivsaid mo tgage will bo foreclosed by a
*aleat public vendue of the mortgage. I premises,
describediu said moitgage,to-wit: All that cer
lam piece or parcel of land situate and being lithe County olO lawn and 8tate of Michigan, and
described us follows,to wit: commench g fifty runwest from ibe south-east corner of section elcveu
(11) town (7. non h of range S'xteeu (IS) west and
running north eighty rods, hence we«t forty rods,
thence south • iglity rods, hence ea>*t forty rods to
p.ucc of beginning,containing tweutv acne id
land, at the front door of the Conn House, tn th
city of Grand Haven, iu aaid Ottawa Conuty. Michigan, on Saturday, the 14th day if

Che?p Cash Store of

art* the

,

page 42.'); and upon which mongage there is
now claimed to ou due at the present date for

Cheviots Shirts,etc., etc., also the

and

industry.

Hm.LAND. Mlch., OctobeM, 1877.

HARRINGTON.

HOWARD.

season.

Dust, injects, dry air

you order, and pal-

home

'

then taking the best of care of them ; but

House

ronize your

i

$1.75; Sailors’ Blue Flannel, Hickory and

or they will injure the entire orchard in a

cull before

Cheap Cash Store of

it

marked them for its own, nut with them

Give me a

Mortgage Sale.

cluding Fine White Shirts, from 8oc to

moment they show

Prices Low.

4ft~lv

P.

$66

tin*

and

kinds of

Work Warranted and

cement, always on hand at the

K.

left

trees,

all

CEMETERY WOKK
---

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

FOR SALE.

SONS.

mission and

its

everywhere.

rl',IIE following dcicribod Loti in the City of
Holland, twill wll at the followim: prieex.
G.
&
Lot ft. Block F, Lot 6, Block G. Went Addition $17.*.
each: Lot 18. Block 8, Lot H, Block 11, South Wcxt
Holland. Aug. 17, 187s.
J,
Addition$175 each. Lo'x t, 2, 3. 1, 5 & « in Block
25, ax organized pint near the M. L. S. depot at
» week In your own town. & outfit free,
each, except Lot® 1 A 2 which an- $80u each.
No risk. Header, if you want a business Alxo 6 lotx Went of Firxt avenue at$I25oach. The
at which personsol either sex cun make above will he xold for a xmall payment down. A'xo r\E FAULT having been made in tho conditions
great pay nil the time they work, write for particu- the following Lotx *», 10. II. 12. 13, and 14, in Block
of u certain moitgiige bearingdate tbe H si
lars to If. Hallett & Co., Portland. Maine.
E. Lotu 8, 1. 5 and .in Block It. The above will (IHI) day of July, A. D. 1872. given by MaruareiJ.
be xold on long credit and small paymentx down. •'lunger,t. en of the town ofurand Haven. Ottawa
Count). Micbianu,to Thumas 11. Bigncll. ,f the
Apply to,
same place, and recorded iu the office of the ItegisM. D.
ter Ol Dee. s for Ottawa County. Michigan,the 1st
day of July. 1872, in Liber X of Mortgages, on
s,

has been done,

of peaches by planting healthy

ibe

Druggists

5-tf

VAN PUTTEN

And

All

Go.,

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

iilile delicate

other victims. In localities where

is prevalent, one

on

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
be relied upon.
—
o-» — .

twigs, supplied with small, curled, yellow

fungus has performed

Office

the tree is nearly

dead, showing a mass of
foliage,the mischief

Warehouse &

show goods.

MONUMENTS

No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
fST-Sold In llolland hy Heber Walxh and by all

WASHINGTON STREET.

a knife used in cutting off dis-

eased brandies would inoculate those
seemingly in perfect hcallb

for yourself, no

see

spreading

toadjoining healthy trees. Experiments
proved that

and

trouble to

bought experience to use every effort to
prevent

The Gray Medicine

Come

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

log

relied upon.

extension. Old-

time peach growers learned by

can always be

Etc., Etc. Fair dealing

LUCE,

Ilf STONE.
treating theao specialdlxuarex.
Full particularsin onr puraphieti,which we
I keep constantlyon hand the best kind of
d®*lre to send free by mull to every one
stock, and also a nice varlet> of designs. Letteii
I he Specific MedicineIx sold by all Druggtrta at
Hig dune in the English, Hollandand German lan#1 per package, or alx package* for $5. or will be guages, as desired.
aetii by null on r ceipt of the money by addiexa

Lager Beer.

especially prevalent in some districts, with

_
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m

& Feed.
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1

Mumitaclurersf

venal Laaxltude.Pain In the Back, Dlmncaa of
vision, Premature Old Ago, and many other dlaeases that lead to Inxanlijr. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, all of which ax a rnlc are first
cauxed by deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over Indulgence. The Specific Medicine ix the re
xult of a life atudy and many year* of experience

—

Wholesale agept for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

t

yre think not, and, happily, passes

in the same mysteriousway.
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CORNER FISH

TRADE MARK,

especially rec

nexx, Hprrmatorrhea, Impotmcy
and all uixeanex
that follow aa a

Burned out by the late Fire we re-openedIn
new store juut completed at our old stand on

edly of fungord origin, and like others
arising
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ommended ax an

‘when, in sec-

of yellows.’This disease is undoubt-
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Specific Medicine
unfailing cure for

ly healthy peach, and now in the same
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TRADE
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The Great English Honed g
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Druggists.
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Granulated .......................... He.

earth from washing down, and then a soil

made

an

allow the water to pass

through. With

these precautionsthere is no danger, but

where

boar

We

open by sand that it will always

the surface

of

the soil w tnnddy an

after watering, there is something

have u flue

spices, and
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of

coffees and

we have among our

iety of Teas,

one that we oiler for 50c per

pound that cannot be surpassed.
Also,

a

full assortmentof

Try

canned

it.

fruit

Cum and

Tomatoes,

eic.,

Hny, Corn, Outs, Butter and Eggs,

Wonleifol Longevity of a Hone.

bo taken in Exchange for goods, at

op record for a great number of years.
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Cheap Cash Store of

He was the propertyof the famous Daniel

of

known

“Gumbo/* and In

stallion.

Many

by the

mine

E. J.

his day was

citizens of

Harrington.

name

a noted
Kingston and

eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of litis land is partially improved. Also

JUMtAlITl
BANKER,
HOLLAND, - * MCIHIGAN.

Underwritten of

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection business. Collectionsmade on all points in
ibe United States and Enropu, Partictiiar attention paid to the collections of Banks and Hankers.
R-mirtances made on the day of payment. All
buxines* intrustedto me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time desoslts, subject
check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
and from all points In Ennne

to

so d. Tickets to
sold at my office.

»-ly

M.D.

HOWARD.

Y.

Fund of Cal.

Firemans’

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

Roger Williams, R.
Wo

I.

represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
in this City, with a total capital of over

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

LAND WANTED.
TN

1

$I2,MJ0,( 00.

Holund,

Mortgage Sale.

of Ulster county

pvEFAULT having been made in the conditions
U. Platt (In said mortgagecalled A. H. Plait) dated
of a certain mortgage executed by John
tht first day of January. A. D. 1860. and recorded Ahenrn to Ezekiel Jewett, dated the fifth day of
iu the offloe of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa October, A. D. 1868, and recorded in the office of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa County, State of
Michigan, on the fifth dav of October. A. D. 1868.
,000. lu Liber O of mortgages, on pages
and at three o’clock In the afternoon. In Liber K of
*5, by which the power to tell In said mortgage mortgageson page 565. by which the power to sell
tality to the last, and for three quarters of
has become operative;which mortgage wax duly In said mortgage has become operative;on which
an hour before his demise, he stood upon SMlgned by the said Anson H. Platt to Louisiana mortgage there Is claimed tobedne at the date
bis legs, proud and majestic, as in his P. Middleton, now Louisiana P. PUtt (in said as- hereof the aum of one thousand and alxty-two
signment cslied L. P. Middleton) by a deed of as- dollars and thirty six cents, and also the farther
younger
had long been the aignment, dated the seventeenthdav of October sum of ninety-five dollars aid fourteen cents
A. D. 187«»,apd recorded in the Reglster’a office claimedto be due at the date hereof, and a lien on
property of Bell,
bad driven him aforesaid, on the seventeenthday of September the mortgaged premises pursuantto statute, for
many thousands of miles in hla lifetime, 1878, at half past four o’clock In the afternoon. In taxes paid by said mortgagee on said premises, InLibor No. 8 of mortgages, on page 587; and w hlc i eluding interest and chargeson said taxes, and
he having owned him a period of twentyalso an attorney fee of thirty dollars provided for
In said mortgage ; and no suit or proceedinghavr.even years and a half, since he was eigh- aignment, dated the fifth day of January,A. D
ing been Institutedat law to recover tbe dent now
teen years old. If anybody can beat this, 1877, and rect»rded In the Regleier's office afonv remaining secured by said mortgage,or any part
said, on the seventeenth day of September,1878, thereo>; Notice Is therefore hereby given that by
let him speak out.— ifowtouf JV. Y. Cou- at half past four o’clock in the afternoon,In virtue of said power of sale and pursuantto statute
Libor No. 4. Assignment of Mortgages, <n page In such case made and provided,said mortgage
rier.
418; on which mortgageth re is claimed to be due at will be foreclosed by a sale atpubllcvendue of the
the date hereol the sum of three thousand two hun- mortgaged premisestherein described, to-wit: all
dred and four dollars and forty-nine cents, and no tbe following described lot, piece or parcel of land
Th» Sweat Potato is the North.
suitor proceeding having ben Instituted at law to lying and bring situated in the County of Ottawa
recover the debt now remaining se ured by said and Slate of Michigan,to wit: tbe south half of
cultivation of the sweet potato in mortgage, or any part thereof; Notice is therefore the south-eastquarter of sectionnine In townhereby given, that by virtue of said power of sale and ship right north, of range fourteen west, containsome of onr northern states is steadily in- pnrsnant to statute in such case made and pro- ing eighty acres be the same mote or less, accordwill be foreclosed by a ing to Government Nnrvey, together with the
creasing. Last year the crop raised in
salt at publ.c vendue of the mortgaged premls-a hereditamentsand appnrtenance* thereunto beGlaatenbury was quite a large one and I5hk!!ide9?rl?e1d’tomlt: All of thelollowlugd* longing or In any wise appertaining, at the front
Sjkal ‘»wds lying m the County of Ottawa and
of the Court House ol said Ottawa Conntv,in
was in every way a success.
farmer State of Michigan,to-wlt: the south-east quarter door
the city of Grand Haven In said county, an
reportt a yield of twenty bushels from five ?hin
day of
i»qntrlCT.0/ iec,,ou flvei" town- day, ilia
ship fire north of range fifteenwest, containing
next, at two o’clockin tho afternoon,to pay the
forty acres, acc.*rdlugto the return of the Surveyt ods of land, or at the rate of six hundred
or General, also the north-west quarterof the sum dne on said mortgage with Interest and coats,
includingsaid attorney fee. and also the anm due
and forty bushels to the acre.
potaMrabeS L fl vi'iriIoHh0fA*1 ,on e,«hf ‘n townahlp for said taxes paid with the Interest and charge*
toes were as dry and sweet as most of the
tnereon.

W8.

days. He
who

The

Mich., August 7th. 1878.

Howard & McBride.

Ottawa or Allegan Counties in exchange f
real estate in the City of Holland.
Inquire at this Office.
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—
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86-tf

Just published,a new edition of

01.

IIST

having been made In the conditions

remember the animal as
asplended horse wheo^they were boys.
At tbe time of his death he had attained
the ripe age of forty five years and six
months. He retained a remarkable vi-

42-l

Town-

N

Con panies,

Mortgage Sale.
rvKFAULT

f

40 acres of unimprovedland in the
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of

will

on the 12th of September the oldest horse highest Market Price, at the

notoriety. He was

British America,

for Sale.

I will sell

including

!). Bell, of legal as well as gold

BANKING.

large var-

wrong, and plants will not thrive.

At Rochester in this county there died

Farm

ODiySIWIlL’8CILXBBATZOIS*

BAT on

PIRST WARD.

the rcu/faz/ curt (wlthont medicine) of Spermatorrhoeaor fteminat
Weakness, Involuntary Bt-minal Losses, Impo-

extravagance.Ac.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
The celebrated author, tn this admirable Essay,
now ready to supply their cnatomers with all kinds
clearly demonstrates,from a thirty years’ successof Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
ful practice, that the alarming conseqnencea of
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactiontc
self-abuse may be radicallycured withont the danall those who wish to favor them with part oftheii
gerous use of internal medicine or the application
trade.
of tbe knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at oner
The stand la one door west of G. J. Haverkate A simple, certain and effectnnl.by means of which
every sufferer,no matter what tils condition mar
Son's Hardware Store.
be. may cure himaelfcheaply, privately and radiW. BUTKAU,

„

J.

Holland. July

14,

cally.

VAN ZOEREN.

&T

1876.

TUG FOR SALE.

T

„

x

AM

This Lecture should be in the hands af

every youth and every

authorized to *el1 the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

terms.

“Gem’

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland,

Holland. Mich

ISVe.

FALL AND

man

In tbe land.

Sent under seal, 'in a plain envelope, to any ad
dresa, post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

lit
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CULTOLL
It.,

WfliCAL

York! Post Office Box.j&H.

WINTER.
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One

Mon-

fi?*?

Twentieth

Potatoes that find their way to our north-

ern markets. Many others report large
yields of extra fine sweet pjtutocs.— Acts
England Homestead.

Make your

farm so valuable by con-

Improvement,skillfulculture, good
ornamental shrubbery and pleiisant
surroundings,Jhat no money will tempt

stant

fruit,

you to leave

it,

and then,

if

you are under

0tA"D

Hat,!*’

^oter

Land

for Sale!

the hereditament and appurtenances thereunto
belonging or In anywise appertaining;
at the front
door of the Court tlonxc II
if r-na.a
said v'i'awa
Ottawa v,ui
County, In
Hie

...

“"$•7*

Z

you can secure

L»- IH78.

A«f.™rSiun„^d?Lp.,r‘cnl- p°r
EDMUND SKINNER,

:r°nwRT VV‘ nuxcAN’ AMjnstqT Mortgage.

Standard Trimming*, Bonnet*, HhIs, Fenlhers, Flower*,
Ribbons, Lact Collars, and Bilk*.

A

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

The

largest

and finest variety of Worsted Goods.
all colors

and

sizes,

Knou’^r.

*Kn,S;5liSld,55pur22M'- We“ watered by

34-8m

double
etc.

W«Wro„

(lie necessity,for

f your farm had been neglected.

large stock of

-Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

two o'clock In the afternoon, topay tho anm due
on said mortgage with Interest and costs.
n.?i.,i.d' °‘u*u U*vaw, September twentieth, A.

any reason, of selling,
n much higher price th.m

a

Gloves and Hosiery of

cu^

at

Fancy Dry Goods,

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,

twenty-fifth,A.

n.w:Drac*z5^r««

|

And

Jaamarr

The

leas, accordingto Government Survey: aud also DD|8ffi ’
the north-east quarter of the north-west quarter of
eection eight In townshiplive north nf range fifteen
west, containing forlv acres, according to theretureof Mid Surveyor General, and also the southhalf of the north we*t quarter and east half of the
south-west, quarter of sectioneight in township
five north of range fifteen west, containingone
hundred and alsiy acres, according to the returns
of the Surveyor Generalaforesaid; together with

Millinery

f“rther

Saugatnck,AUegan Co., Mich.
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